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The Compliance Program and Code of Conduct apply to all employees, 

directors, contractors, subcontractors and delegated entities of Health 

Advantage Florida, and its subsidiary MMM of Florida, Inc.  

This Compliance Program and Code of Conduct apply to the following 

lines of business: 

• Medicare Part C and Part D services 

• Medicaid (for D-SNP contract) 
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I. Corporate Compliance Program 
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Corporate Compliance Program Preface 

 

MMM of Florida established a Corporate Compliance Program to ensure that the organization 

conducts its business in a manner that materially complies with all applicable Federal and State 

laws and regulations. In addition, the organization is subject to statutes and regulations required 

from multiple federal and local sources.  

 

The Corporate Compliance Program has been designed in accordance with relevant and 

applicable requirements of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS), Office of the 

Inspector General (OIG), Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), the Agency 

for Health Care Administration (AHCA), Florida Office of Insurance Regulation, among others. 

 

The objective of the Corporate Compliance Program is to comply with reporting requirements, 

identify risk areas, prevent misconduct and operational inefficiencies, enhance operational 

functions, improve the quality of healthcare service, and decrease the cost of healthcare.   

 

The Corporate Compliance Program is intended to provide a framework for compliance efforts 

on an individual, departmental and enterprise-wide basis and to apply to all personnel and 

functions. Detailed policies and procedures, and work plans developed by individual 

departments shall fit within the scope of this Corporate Compliance Program. This Corporate 

Compliance Program provides for the existence of a Compliance Officer who has overall 

responsibility and accountability for compliance matters. However, every Company employee or 

agent remains responsible and accountable for their compliance with applicable laws and 

regulations as well as Company policies and procedures.  

 

 

 

Myra Plumey, CPHC, CHC     Angel Tirado 

                   MMM of Florida 

Corporate Chief Compliance Officer    Compliance Officer



 

  (Revised 12/20/18; CC Approved 2/19/2019; Reviewed 12/10/19)   

 

Compliance Program Summary 

 

A) What is a Compliance Program and why do we have one? 

MMM of Florida is committed to ensuring compliance with all applicable laws, 

regulations, and policies governing our daily business activities. This Compliance Program 

manual is intended to further our day-to-day commitment that the Medicare Part C and 

Part D operations of these organizations comply with all federal and state laws, provide 

guidance for all employees, and to serve as a mechanism for preventing and reporting 

any violation of those laws and regulations.  

 

It is the policy of MMM of Florida  that (1)  Board members, all employees and  

contractors, subcontractors and First Tier Downstream and Related Entities (FDRs) are 

instructed regarding applicable laws and trained in matters of compliance, (2) there is 

periodic auditing, monitoring, and oversight of compliance with those laws, (3) an 

atmosphere exists that encourages and enables the reporting of non-compliance without 

fear of retribution, (4) responsibility is not delegated to persons with tendencies to act in 

a non-compliant manner, and (5) that mechanisms exist to investigate, discipline, and 

correct non-compliance. 

 

B) What the Compliance Program isn’t? 

While this Compliance Program contains policies and procedures relative to the business 

of MMM of Florida, it does not contain every policy personnel are expected to follow. For 

example, this Compliance Program does not cover payroll, vacation, and benefits 

policies. MMM of Florida, maintains other policies and procedures with which employees 

are expected to comply. You should discuss with your supervisor any questions 

regarding which policies and procedures apply to you. 

 

This Compliance Program is not intended to serve as the Compliance Program for clients 

or contractors of MMM of Florida; they should adopt their own program. MMM of Florida 

does not assume the responsibility of developing a Compliance Program for their clients. 

However, it is the responsibility of clients, contractors, subcontractors and FDRs to 

report any Medicare Program non-compliance, Fraud Waste and Abuse and violations of 

law to MMM of Florida in a timely manner.   

 

C) To whom does it apply? 

Everyone employed and/or contracted by MMM of Florida, are required to comply with 

the Compliance Program. Because not all sections of the Compliance Program will apply 

to your job function, you will receive training and other materials to explain which 

portions of this Compliance Program apply to you. 

 

While this Compliance Program is not intended to serve as the compliance program for 

all of our contractors, it is important that all contractors perform services in a manner that 

complies with the law. To that end, agreements with contractors may incorporate certain 

provisions of this Compliance Program and must report any non-compliance or FWA 

violations to MMM of Florida. 
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D) Your Role 

This Compliance Program is only effective if everyone takes it seriously and commits to 

complying with all aspects. It is important that you not only understand and comply with 

the words written in this Compliance Program, but that you also understand and 

appreciate the spirit and purpose of this Compliance Program. When in doubt, ask your 

supervisor, review the appropriate section of this Compliance Program, call your 

Compliance Officer, or take other steps to ensure that you are following the Compliance 

Program.  

 

Compliance requirements are ever-changing. We must all keep this Compliance Program 

current and useful. You are encouraged to let your supervisor know when you become 

aware of changes in any law or company policy that might affect this Compliance 

Program.    

 
E) Components of the Compliance Program 

To be effective, this Compliance Program must be something you are familiar with and 

comfortable navigating. Following is a brief description of how this Compliance Program 

manual is organized: 

 

Section I - Program Summary 

 

Section II - Code of Ethics and Business Conduct - This Section contains specific 

policies that should govern your conduct while performing your job function.  

Compliance with the Code of Ethics and Business Conduct is a significant factor 

in employment performance evaluations. All Personnel will receive training on this 

Section. 

 

Section III - Program Process - This Section explains the roles of the Compliance 

Officer, the Compliance Committee and local Compliance Directors. It also 

contains information about the Compliance Program education and training, 

auditing, and corrective action. Most importantly, this Section explains how to 

report violations anonymously by accessing: https://mmm-fl.ethicspoint.com in 

writing or by calling the Compliance Hotline at 844-481-4937. All personnel will 

receive training on this Section.  

 

Section IV - Global Compliance Policies - This Section includes polices that apply 

to MMM of Florida. Some of these polices may not apply to your specific job 

function, but it is still important that you are aware of their existence and 

importance. All Personnel will receive training regarding these policies.  

 

F) Tips on Using this Compliance Program 

Following are some tips on how to effectively use this Compliance Program 

✓ Read it in Context. MMM of Florida has created this Compliance Program to 

apply to MMM of Florida. Because of the varying products and services offered 

by MMM of Florida, some of these policies may require tailoring to meet the 

needs of each subsidiary. When reviewing this Compliance Program and the 

policies contained herein, keep in mind that the policies are to be applied in the 

https://mmm-fl.ethicspoint.com/
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context of your job. If you are uncertain about if and how a policy applies to you, 

ask your supervisor. 

 

✓ Keep it Handy. Keep this Compliance Program manual easily accessible and refer 

to it on a regular basis. 

 

✓ Talk to Your Co-Workers. Regular dialogue amongst co-workers and supervisors 

is a great way to ensure that policies and procedures are being uniformly applied. 

While this discussion is encouraged, always remember that the terms of this 

Compliance Program should guide you on compliance matters. 
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II. Code of Ethics and Business Conduct   
Integrity and Ethics supporting our state of compliance 
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Dear Colleague: 

 

MMM of Florida (the “Company”) operates under the principle of and commitment to providing 

quality services to the membership we serve, while assuring the highest standards of integrity in 

our business. MMM of Florida employees, directors, contractors, subcontractors and FDRs 

(hereafter “We”) are committed to fully comply with the law, and to meet the highest ethical 

practices for business conduct. This commitment to our employees, members, and other 

business partners is consistent with the values and standards of our Board of Directors.  

 

The compliance program, adopted by the Board of Directors, supports and demonstrates our 

mission and sets the norm for how we do business.  

 

Our Code of Ethics and Business Conduct is the cornerstone of our compliance program. All of 

our employees, officers, members of the Board of Directors, contractors, subcontractors, FDRs 

and any other individuals working in or on behalf of the Company are responsible and must 

follow the standards of behavior outlined in this Code.  

 

No list of standards or rules can cover every possible circumstance of conduct. If you run into a 

situation that is not specifically addressed in this document, you should apply the overall 

philosophy and concepts of the Code. If you ever have a question or a concern about anything in 

the Code, or its applicability to a specific circumstance, please discuss it with your supervisor or 

with the Compliance staff. You may also access: https://mmm-fl.ethicspoint.com    or call the 

Compliance Hotline at 844-481-4937. 

 

We require our staff and business associates to be aware of and must comply with our business 

ethics policies. You do not have to fear retaliation or negative actions about reporting non 

compliance. Whether you are a Board member, a new employee, a contractor or an employee 

that has been with us for many years, we urge you to review and understand the Code 

thoroughly. Our compliance program depends upon everyone’s participation and support for its 

continued success.  

 

As an individual contributor to our Company, you make an important contribution to our 

reputation in the healthcare industry. We are each responsible to behave ethically not just 

because it is required to do so, but also because it is the right thing to do. Honoring our 

commitment will ultimately benefit all of our customers and further support this Company’s 

leadership in the healthcare industry.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

 

Ron Schutzen      Myra Plumey, CPHC, CHC 

MMM of Florida        

President       Corporate Chief Compliance Officer

https://mmm-fl.ethicspoint.com/
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About the Code 

 

Our Goal  

Our goal as a Company is to behave ethically and with integrity as a leader in the healthcare 

industry. As a valued colleague with our Company, you will help us achieve this goal by 

using this Code of Ethics and Business Conduct as a reference tool in your day-to-day job.    

 

Our Responsibility 

We each have the responsibility to adhere to the guidelines in this Code of Ethics and 

Business Conduct, as well as to follow all Company policies and procedures. If you have 

questions, concerns or believe improper conduct is being demonstrated (your own or 

someone else’s) you will also find in this Code information regarding who you should 

contact and what else you need to do.  

 

All of us must conduct business in an honest, open and fair manner. It is our responsibility 

to ensure that our job performance is consistent with this Code of Ethics and Business 

Conduct. You will find in this Code, standards and examples that will guide you to ensure 

that our business activities reflect the highest standards of ethics and integrity. Employee 

conduct not specifically addressed by these standards must be consistent with general 

principles of business ethics. Remember you may also find helpful guidance in other 

resources such as: Policies and Procedures Manual, Human Resources Manual and 

Employee Handbook, and other employee materials.  

 

Compliance with this Code of Ethics and Business Conduct and other aspects of the 

Company’s Corporate Compliance Program is a condition for employment. All employees 

must review, confirm that they understand, and return a signed Code of Ethics and 

Business Conduct Acknowledgement upon hiring and annually thereafter.   

 

While MMM of Florida will generally attempt to communicate changes concurrent with, or 

prior to the implementation of such changes, this Code of Ethics and Business Conduct 

may be modified, amended, or altered without notice to any person or employee. Copies of 

the most updated Code of Ethics and Business Conduct will be available on the MMM of 

Florida Intranet, and through the Legal, Compliance or Human Resources Departments. 

Violating any of these standards may result in corrective action including the possibility of 

termination of employment, recovery of damages and filing of criminal charges, if 

appropriate. 

 

The distribution of this Code of Ethics and Business Conduct to employees and contractors 

represents the Company’s commitment to corporate compliance. However, this Code does 

not contain all Company policies and procedures nor all details related to all policies. It is 

each employee’s and/or contractor’s responsibility to know and understand Company 

procedures and policies as they apply to them. 
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Questions to ask ourselves when conducting business: 

• Am I authorized to do this? 

• Is this legal? 

• Is this the right thing to do? 

• Is this permitted under our Code of Ethics and Business Conduct and policies 

and procedures? 

• Will I sleep soundly tonight? 

 

If you are aware, or become aware of suspected, potential or actual unethical practice or a 

violation of the Code of Ethics and Business Conduct, you must report it to your immediate 

supervisor and to the Compliance Department’s management as soon as possible.   
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Principle I 

We must conduct business in accordance with the law at all times. 

 

Overview  

We will strive to ensure that all of our activities by or on behalf of the Company are in 

compliance with all applicable federal and local laws, as well as regulatory guidance and 

requirements.  

 

The company is subject to a wide variety of laws and regulations, some of which 

address, for example, contract requirements, privacy and confidentiality concerns, 

accuracy and retention of records, antitrust, employment opportunities, discrimination, 

sexual harassment and fraud and abuse, among others.   

  

What is our responsibility and commitment to this standard? 

 

 We will be familiar with the basic legal requirements relevant to our job 

duties.  

− Each of us must learn the necessary laws and regulations through in-

service training programs, from discussion with management, by 

reviewing MMM of Florida policies or when asking questions of an 

immediate Supervisor or the Compliance Department.   

− Each of us must inform our supervisor if we require assistance in 

understanding our legal obligations. 

 

 We will follow all laws and regulatory requirements that apply to MMM of 

Florida  

− Each of us must ensure that policies and procedures are followed and 

updated as changes in regulations or in processes occur. (Always be sure 

to ask your immediate Supervisor if you have questions related to 

policies and procedures applicable to your job duties.) 

 

 We must report instances of non-compliance to our immediate supervisor, 

directly to the Compliance Department’s management, through the 

Compliance Hotline at 844-481-4937 or by accessing: 

 https://mmm-fl.ethicspoint.com. 

− Each one of us plays an important role in ensuring compliance with 

policies and procedures and legal regulatory requirements. If you are 

concerned about possible or potential misconduct, you must report it 

immediately to your supervisor and to the Compliance Officer. The 

Compliance Officer is responsible to make sure your concern is 

appropriately handled.  

 

Please refer to our Company’s policies and procedures on the company Intranet page 

for more information.  

https://mmm-fl.ethicspoint.com/
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Principle II 

We must strive to perform assigned duties  

using the highest ethical standards. 

 

Overview  

 

Each one of us represents MMM of Florida (our Company). We must not engage in any 

activity or scheme intended to defraud anyone of money, property, or honest services.   

 

Our Company expects the following from you: 

 Communication - We will communicate properly and respectfully in all our business 

communications and correspondence. Regardless of the topic, we will not make 

false or misleading statements to any officials, Company members, members or 

entities doing business with us. 

 Protect Information – We will not misuse confidential or proprietary information 

belonging to the company or another person or entity, or utilize any publication, 

document, computer program, information, or product in violation of a third party’s 

interest in such product, either for our own benefit or that of someone else. In 

addition, we will not utilize confidential business information obtained from 

competitors, including customer lists, contracts, or other information in violation of a 

covenant not to compete, prior employment agreements, or in any other manner 

likely to provide an unfair competitive advantage to MMM of Florida  
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Principle III 

We must avoid any situation where a conflict could exist or appear to exist between our 

personal interests and those of the Company. 

 

Overview 

  

Throughout our tenure at the Company, each of us has an obligation to preserve the 

reputation of the organization and uphold our ethical responsibility to the Company.  We 

cannot use our position for personal gain or assist others in profiting in any way at the 

expense of the Company. Company personnel, therefore, are expected and required to 

make decisions and take actions in our respective job functions based upon what is best for 

the Company and not based upon how the decision or action might affect us personally. 

 

We must conduct our activities so as to avoid improper conduct or the appearance of 

improper conduct that might arise from the influence of those activities on MMM of Florida 

business decisions or from disclosure or private use of business affairs or MMM of Florida  

plans. There are many situations in which actual or potential conflict of interests may occur. 

Each of us will obtain the written approval of our Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and the 

Compliance Officer before doing business in a manner that creates or appears to create a 

conflict with the Company’s interests.  We must keep the Company’s interests as top 

priority in those interactions. In addition, we may not pressure others into hiring a relative or 

friend as an employee, agent, vendor, supplier, etc.    

 

What are some examples of a conflict of interest? 

 Family Relationships in the Work Environment 

− Supervising a department or area in which a family member works.  

− Directly conducting business with a family member employed by a supplier or 

a provider. 

 Financial Relationship with Entities that Currently Have, or in the Future May Have a 

Relationship with the Company 

− Ownership in or employment by any outside party that does business with 

MMM of Florida or competes with the Company. 

 Competitors and Vendors 

 –  Performing duties or rendering services for any competitor or organization 

doing or seeking to do business with MMM of Florida without proper 

knowledge and approval of the Company. 

 Control or Management of Others Entities that Currently Have, or in the Future May 

Have a Relationship with the Company 

− Being a member of the Board of Directors of a Competitor or Supplier. 

 Gifts and Entertainment 

− We cannot accept gifts, entertainment, gratuities or other favors from any 

outside party that does or is seeking to do business with MMM of Florida or 

is a competitor of the Company. The Company understands that sometimes 

we may receive a compliment in the form of a gift of nominal value and we 

could be embarrassed to reject the same. In such a case, we should report it 
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immediately to a supervisor. For additional information, please refer to the 

Company’s Policies and Procedures. 

– We must not solicit tips, personal gratuities, or gifts from members, 

suppliers, providers, vendors or competitors. 

- We may offer gifts to potential enrollees as long as 1) it is within the scope of 

employment, 2) such gifts are of nominal value 3) the gift is provided whether 

or not the individual enrolls in our plan, and 4) it is part of MMM of Florida 

approved and accepted Marketing Materials.  

 Contracting  

− We will not utilize “insider” information for any business activity conducted 

by or on behalf of MMM of Florida for personal gain of ourselves or a third 

party. All business relations with contractors must be conducted at arm’s 

length1 both in fact and in appearance and in compliance with MMM of Florida 

policies and procedures. 

 Business Inducement 

− We will not seek to gain any advantage through the improper use of 

payments, business courtesies, or other inducements. Offering, giving, 

soliciting, or receiving any form of bribe or other improper payment is strictly 

prohibited. 

 

Compliance with these standards requires full disclosure on behalf of all employees.  At 

least once per year, Company will distribute a Conflict of Interest questionnaire to all 

Directors, Officers and employees. Each of us must answer all questions fully and 

accurately and must certify the accuracy of the information provided.   

 

Please refer to the Company’s Policies and Procedures on the company Intranet for more 

information about Conflicts of Interest.  

 
1 A transaction between two related or affiliated parties that is conducted as if they were unrelated, 

so that there is no question of a conflict of interest. Or sometimes, a transaction between two 

otherwise unrelated or affiliated parties.  
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Principle IV 

We must protect Member, Provider and Company confidential  

and proprietary information at all times. 

 

Overview  

 

We are in possession of and have access to a broad variety of confidential and sensitive 

member Personal and Protected Health Information (PHI) and proprietary company 

information.   

 

We will maintain the confidentiality and privacy of PHI of members and other confidential 

information in accordance with legal and ethical standards. (Please refer to HIPAA policies 

and procedures for more information about PHI.) 

 

In addition, we will safeguard and keep the Company’s proprietary information in strict 

confidence. The intentional or unintentional release of such information could be harmful to 

employees, MMM of Florida’s business partners, and MMM of Florida itself. 

 

Each of us has an obligation to actively protect and safeguard confidential, sensitive, and 

proprietary information in a manner designed to prevent the unauthorized disclosure of 

information. For example, we must not share passwords and other personal security codes 

used to access MMM of Florida systems or facilities.  

 

What are some of our standards for protecting the confidentiality of proprietary information 

and PHI? 

 Member Information – Each of us has an obligation to conduct ourselves in 

accordance with the principle of confidentiality and privacy of our members 

and maintaining member information in accordance with all federal and local 

laws and regulations.   

− We must refrain from revealing any personal or protected health 

information or confidential information to any unauthorized person 

unless supported by legitimate business or member care purposes. 

Such information includes but is not limited to: name, address, 

Medicaid number, Social Security Number, member’s medical history, 

treatment records, age, marital status, referral and authorization of 

medical / behavioral services, and related claims information. 

  

− We may only have access to this information if it is needed to perform 

our job duties. We may use and disclose it only as permitted or 

required by law and by the Company’s disclosure of information 

policies and procedures. If you believe you have access that is 

inappropriate for your job, you must advise your immediate supervisor 

as soon as possible. 

 Proprietary Information – Business information, marketing ideas and strategic 

plans of MMM of Florida, among other information, are critical for the 

Company’s success. Information pertaining to MMM of Florida’s financial 
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data, customer lists, competitive position or business strategies, payment 

and reimbursement information, and information relating to negotiations with 

employees or third parties must be protected and shared only with each of 

us having a need to know of such information in order to perform our duties 

and responsibilities.   

− Each of us must exercise care to ensure that intellectual property 

rights, including patents, trademarks, copyrights, and software are 

carefully maintained and managed to preserve and protect their value. 

 Employee Information - Salary, benefit, and other personal information 

relating to employees will be treated as confidential. Personnel files, payroll 

information, disciplinary matters, and similar information will be maintained in 

a manner designed to ensure confidentiality in accordance with federal and 

local laws and regulations.   

− Each of us must exercise due care to prevent the release or sharing of 

information beyond those people who may need such information to 

fulfill their job function. 

 

Please refer to the Company’s policies and procedures on the company’s Intranet for more 

information about confidentiality and privacy. 
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Principle V 

We must ensure that Company data is recorded  

and reported accurately and honestly. 

 

Overview  

 

We will ensure the integrity of the Company’s business operations by accurately and 

truthfully recording all company information, including, for example, accounting and 

operating data, by strictly following established accounting and business practices. 

 

We will ensure that company records are adequately and accurately documented, as well as 

accessible, but properly safeguarded. Accuracy and reliability in the preparation of all 

business records is mandated by law and is of critical importance to the company’s 

decision-making processes and to the proper discharge of the Company’s financial, legal 

and reporting obligations.  

 

What is meant by adequate and accurate? 

 Each of us must never misrepresent facts, or falsify or withhold records.   

 Each of us must never take any steps that would impede, obstruct, or 

improperly influence the conclusions, or affect the integrity or availability of 

information for any audit, review or investigation performed by the 

government, an external entity or internal associates. 

 

We must contact the Compliance Department’s management immediately if a 

representative of the Company asks or instructs one of us to report data that is not accurate 

or truthful or to falsify or improperly alter or destroy data in any Company record or 

document. If we are concerned others may be falsifying or improperly altering data we 

must report it to the Compliance Department immediately.   
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Principle VI  

We must ensure that Company records are retained in accordance with the applicable laws 

and the Company’s record retention policy. 

 

Overview 

  

We will ensure that all company information, accounting and operating data is stored, 

safeguarded and preserved for the period of time required by applicable laws or the 

Company’s policies and procedures, whichever is longer.  

 

What is expected of us? 

 We will only destroy any corporate accounts, paper records, electronic 

information such as computer files or electronic mail or other official 

company documents with proper authorization.  

 

When litigation, an audit or government investigation is imminent or pending, the 

Company’s normal document destruction procedures shall be suspended until all 

documents relevant to the litigation, audit or investigation are identified and segregated. 

 

We must contact our immediate supervisor, the Compliance Department or refer to the 

Company’s policies and procedures on the company’s Intranet for more information about 

record retention. 
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Principle VII 

We must use the Company’s property for business purposes only. 

 

Overview  

 

We will strive to preserve and protect the Company’s business by making prudent and 

effective use of company property.  

 

The property of the Company is to be used for the benefit of the Company and for business 

purposes. Company property includes, but is not limited to, concepts, business strategies and 

plans, financial data, intellectual property rights and other information about our business, as 

well as equipment, furniture, vehicles, offices supplies, credit cards, computer and network 

systems, computer software, telephone equipment, faxes and copying machines.  

 

Company Property Do’s and Don’ts 

 We will safeguard all Company property. 

 Company resources will not be used for employee benefit or others’ personal 

gain. 

 The Company’s electronic mail system and Internet must be used for business 

purposes.   

− Each of us will not use the e-mail to send messages of a personal nature 

unless there is urgent need to do so.   

− Electronic communications must never contain offensive, malicious, or 

sexually explicit language or content.  

− All communication should be conducted in a professional and respectful 

manner, as should all other internal or external communications with 

colleagues, customers, and the public.  

− Each of us will not use the Internet to access unauthorized sites, to download 

software, music or any other prohibited material.   
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Principle VIII  

We must share information through training and participate in training programs because it is 

our most valuable tool to develop our most important asset… our employees.    

 

Overview 

 

A business grows and succeeds as its people learn. In a growing industry like ours, continuous 

learning is critical to our business's continued success. Training is one important process from 

which we acquire the capabilities to perform our jobs and is an essential part of our business 

operations. Overall, training impacts organizational competitiveness, revenue and performance.  

 

The Company is committed to provide on-going training as one of the needed tools to provide 

each of us with the knowledge required to perform our daily duties.   

It will also help us as a Company to: 

 Improve customer service and public relations  

 Reduce complaints 

 Enhance the staff’s confidence and attitude  

 

We have the responsibility to assess the Company’s training and development needs in order 

to identify areas of improvement. Training will help us to provide our customers with quality 

professional service, accurate and valuable information and a positive experience. 

 

We also have a responsibility to attend training programs and sessions that are offered by the 

Company. In this way, we can and will develop our potential to contribute in the most effective 

way for the Company. 
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Principle IX  

We must ensure that our relationships with other colleagues,  

business partners, provider and members are built with honesty, fairness, dignity and 

respect at all times. 

 

Overview 

  

The Company recognizes that our employees are essential to the way we do business. 

Each of us serves as an ambassador of the Company in all that we do, everywhere we go. 

For that reason, we will act and treat everyone with honesty, respect and courtesy, 

embodying the spirit of our Company’s values at all times.   

 

Each of us has the right to work in, and the Company is committed to, an environment free 

from harassment and discrimination, where privacy and dignity are respected and everyone 

is protected from offensive, obscene, or threatening behavior.   

 

Each of us will promote the respect and diversity of all people, at all times, regardless of 

their position, sexual orientation, family status, age, race, gender, disability, religion or 

national origin.  

 

The Company is committed to: 

 

 Provide a safe and secure work environment 

 Encourage personal development 

 Encourage open lines of communication at all levels 

 Encourage teamwork and leadership 

 Reward excellent performance 

 Promote a collaborative atmosphere in which we can all contribute to the 

achievement of the company’s goals without fear of retribution 

 

Each of us is expected to: 

 

 Create positive and effective working relationships. Interact with each other 

in a courteous and cooperative manner. 

 Treat everyone with respect, honesty and fairness. 

 Be responsible and accountable for our own action in representing the 

Company. 
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Principle X  

We must respect our relationships with  

the Government as our Customer. 

 

Overview 

  

Since the Company has the Government (federal and local) as a business and contract 

partner, we have a special obligation to ensure commitment and compliance with laws 

and regulations. 

 

We must always show respect to government and regulatory officials. We will 

cooperate with all reasonable requests for information from government and regulatory 

agencies at all times following our policies and procedures. All information provided 

must be truthful and accurate.   

 

Each of us must abide by federal and local laws and regulations, particularly those 

related to gifts, entertainment with government officials and employees, kickbacks or 

bribes.   

 

We must always: 

 

 Safeguard and protect confidential Government information. 

 Seek guidance from the Compliance Department when information is 

requested during government investigation or legal proceeding. 

 

We must never: 

 

 Lie or make false or misleading statements, whether oral or written, to 

any government official or agency.  

 Attempt to persuade any Company employee, contractor or any other 

person to provide false or misleading information to a government official 

or agency. 

 Destroy or alter any Company document or record in anticipation of or 

following a request for the document or record by a government agency 

or court. 

 Impede, or improperly influence the conclusion or affect the integrity or 

availability of any review or investigation performed by government or 

regulatory personnel. 
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Principle XI 

We must immediately report any activity or conduct believed to be inconsistent with 

law, regulation or Company policies, guidelines or standards. 

 

Overview  

 

We must report any activity or conduct believed to be in violation of any law, ethical 

standards, this Code of Ethics and Business Conduct, or Company Policies and 

Procedures. Each of us is obligated to alert the company of any actual or suspected 

issue of non-compliance or FWA violations.  

 

What to report and to whom should we report? 

 

 Each of us must report any activity or conduct that we believe is in 

violation of or inconsistent with Federal and/or local laws and regulations, 

as well as violations to this Code of Ethics and Business Conduct or 

policies and procedures. In said report, we must include as much 

information as possible in a straightforward, objective manner.  

− We do not need to be certain that a violation or incident of non-

compliance has occurred in order to report it. Promptly reporting 

misconduct will enable the company to investigate potential problems 

quickly and take prompt action in resolving them. 

 Each of us must report a known or suspected violation of the law, ethical 

standards, Code of Ethics and Business Conduct, or Company Policies 

and Procedures using the following mechanism: 

− By reporting this to our immediate supervisor 

− By reporting it in person or in writing to the Compliance Department 

− By calling the Compliance Hotline at 844-481-4937 

− By accessing the following link https://mmm-fl.ethicspoint.com  

 Unless the reporting individual reveals his/her identity, the report may be 

anonymous and confidential to the extent allowed by law. 

 

The Company respects all employees, contractors, subcontractors and FDRs for their 

honesty and integrity.  There will not be retaliation or retribution for coming forward.  

Confidentiality will be maintained in all reporting processes. 

 

Violations of the Code of Ethics and Business Conduct, federal or state laws or 

Company policies and procedures, or failure to report such violations, could result in 

disciplinary action up to and including termination or contract cancellation, as applicable. 

Please refer to the Company’s policies and procedures on the Intranet for more 

information regarding reporting and on reporting violation, disciplinary actions and non-

retaliation.    

https://mmm-fl.ethicspoint.com/
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This Compliance Program contains a comprehensive set of policies and procedures. 

Two critical elements to the success of this Compliance Program are (1) the 

commitment of all MMM of Florida personnel to take this program seriously and to 

implement and comply with this Compliance Program, and (2) the development and 

maintenance by MMM of Florida of the systems and processes necessary to implement 

and maintain this program in a functional and workable manner. The purpose of this 

Section of the Compliance Program is to address the second critical element; the 

various systems and processes that MMM of Florida has established for the purpose of 

providing structure and support to the Compliance Program.  

 

A. Board of Directors, Compliance Officer and Committee  

 

1. Board of Directors (BOD)  

 

The Board of Directors (BOD) must exercise reasonable oversight with respect to the 

implementation and effectiveness of the plan’s compliance program and oversee the 

Medicare compliance program.  

The BOD may delegate compliance program oversight to a specific committee of the 

governing body, but the BOD as a whole remains accountable for reviewing the status 

of the compliance program.  

 

The BOD is responsible of conduct reasonable oversight of the Compliance Program. 

This includes, but is not limited to: 

1. Approving the Standards of Conduct (this should be performed by the full 

governing body and not a committee);  

2. Understanding the compliance program structure; 

3. Remaining informed about the compliance program outcomes, including results 

of internal and external audits;  

4. Remaining informed about governmental compliance enforcement activity such 

as Notices of Non-Compliance, Warning Letters and/or more formal sanctions;  

5. Receiving regularly scheduled, periodic updates from the compliance officer and 

compliance committee;  

6. Reviewing the results of performance and effectiveness assessments of the 

compliance program.  

 

Also, the BOD may have involvement in the following activities or may delegate some 

or all of these activities to senior management or to the Compliance Committee:  

• Development, implementation and annual review of compliance policies and 

procedures; 

• Approval of compliance policies and procedures;  

• Review and approval of compliance and FWA training;  

• Review and approval of compliance risk assessment;  

• Review of internal and external audit work plans and audit results;  
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• Review and approval of corrective action plans resulting from audits;  

• Review and approval of appointment of the Compliance Officer;  

• Review and approval of performance goals for the Compliance Officer;  

• Evaluation of the senior management team’s commitment to ethics and the 

compliance program; and  

• Review of dashboards, scorecards, self-assessment tools, etc., that reveal 

compliance issues.  

 

2. Compliance Officer  

The Compliance Officer is an employee of the plan sponsor/contractor not an employee 

of a first tier, downstream or related entity, who serves as the primary supervisor of this 

Compliance Program. MMM of Florida’s Compliance Officer (CO) occupies a high-level 

position within the organization and has authority to carry out all compliance 

responsibilities set forth in this Compliance Program. The CO is responsible for assuring 

that the Compliance Program is administered to ensure that MMM of Florida, and their 

respective personnel, at all times maintain business integrity and that all applicable laws, 

regulations, rules, and guidelines are followed. The CO provides frequent reports to the 

Board of Directors about the Compliance Program and compliance issues. 

 

The Board of Directors is ultimately responsible for supervising the work of the CO, and 

maintaining the standards of conduct set forth in the Compliance Program. The CO will 

also prepare routine reports for the Chief Executive Officer (CEO). Any significant 

findings in the interim are reported immediately to the CEO. The report includes:  

• Level of compliance/non-compliance found as a result of monitoring 

and auditing 

• Training and education efforts 

• Corrective or disciplinary action(s) 

• Communication between the CO and employees, contractor, 

subcontractors and FDRs 

 

The Board of Directors oversees all of MMM of Florida’ compliance efforts and shall 

take whatever actions appropriate and necessary to ensure that MMM of Florida 

conducts its activities in compliance with the law and sound business ethics.   

 

The CO and Board of Directors shall consult with legal counsel as necessary on 

compliance issues raised by the ongoing compliance review. 

 

Responsibilities of the CO: The CO‘s specific responsibilities include the following: 

• Developing compliance policies and standards for the Company; 

• Achieving and maintaining compliance with relevant laws, regulations, 

and other applicable requirements 

• Appointing employees to serve in various roles and to complete any 

tasks as needed to promote and conform to the applicable 

requirements under law, regulation or other authoritative guidance. 
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• Ensuring that Medicare compliance reports are provided regularly to 

the plan’s Corporate Chief Compliance Officer, governing body, CEO, 

and Compliance Committee. Reports should include the status of the 

plan’s Medicare compliance program implementation, the 

identification and resolution of suspected, detected or reported 

instances of noncompliance, and the plan’s compliance oversight and 

audit activities;  

• Being aware of daily business activity by interacting with the 

operational units of the plan;  

• Creating and coordinating, by appropriate delegation, if desired, 

educational training programs to ensure that the plan’s officers, 

governing body, managers, employees, FDRs, and other individuals 

working in the Medicare program are knowledgeable about the plan’s 

compliance program, its written Standards of Conduct, compliance 

policies and procedures, and all applicable statutory and regulatory 

requirements;  

• Developing and implementing methods and programs that encourage 

managers and employees to report Medicare program noncompliance 

and potential FWA without fear of retaliation;  

• Maintaining the compliance reporting mechanism and closely 

coordinating with the internal audit department  

• Responding to reports of potential FWA, including the coordination of 

internal investigations with the internal audit department and the 

development of appropriate corrective or disciplinary actions, if 

necessary. To that end, the compliance officer should have the 

flexibility to design and coordinate internal investigations;  

• Ensuring that the DHHS OIG and Government Services 

Administration (“GSA”) exclusion lists have been checked with 

respect to all employees, governing body members, and FDRS 

monthly and coordinating any resulting personnel issues with the 

plan’s Human Resources, Security, Legal or other departments as 

appropriate;  

• Maintaining documentation for each report of potential 

noncompliance or potential FWA received from any source, through 

any reporting method (e.g., hotline, mail, or in-person);  

• Overseeing the development and monitoring of the implementation 

of corrective action plans; 

• Coordinating potential fraud investigations/referrals and the 

appropriate NBI MEDIC. This includes facilitating any documentation 

or procedural requests that the NBI MEDIC makes of the plan.  

• Collaborate with other plans, State Medicaid programs, Medicaid 

Fraud Control Units (MCFUs), commercial payers, and other 

organizations, where appropriate, when a potential FWA issue is 

discovered that involves multiple parties. 
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The Compliance Officer has the authority to:  

• Interview or delegate the responsibility to interview the plan’s 

employees and other relevant individuals regarding compliance 

issues;  

• Review company contracts and other documents pertinent to the 

Medicare program;  

• Review or delegate the responsibility to review the submission of 

data to CMS/AHCA to ensure that it is accurate and in compliance 

with CMS/AHCA reporting requirements;  

• Independently seek advice from legal counsel;  

• Report potential FWA to CMS/AHCA, its designee or law 

enforcement;  

• Conduct and/or direct audits and investigations of any FDRs;  

• Conduct and/or direct audits of any area or function involved with 

Medicare Parts C or D plans; and AHCA 

• Recommend policy, procedure, and process changes.  

 

Also, the CO has authority to review all documents and other information relevant to 

compliance activities, including, but not limited to: patient records, billing records, 

records concerning marketing efforts, and all arrangements with third parties, including 

without limitation employees, independent contractors, suppliers, agents, and 

physicians. 

 

3. Compliance Committee 

MMM of Florida has established a Compliance Committee to advise the Compliance 

Officer and assist in the monitoring of this Compliance Program.  The Compliance 

Committee provides the perspectives of individuals with varying responsibilities in the 

Company, including finance, human resources, legal, and information technology, as 

well as employees and managers of key operating units. 

 

Members of the Compliance Committee: The Compliance Committee is comprised at 

least of nine (9) members. At minimum of the following executive leadership is part of 

the Committee: 

•  Corporate Chief Compliance Officer 

• MMM of Florida’s Compliance Officer 

• MMM of Florida’s President 

• MMM of Florida’s Chief Medical Officer (CMO) or their 

designee 

• MMM of Florida’s Chief Operational Officer (COO) or their 

designee 

• Security Officer (IT) 

• Chief Financial Officer (CFO) or their designee 

• Pharmacy Department’s Vice President or their designee 
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• Legal Counsel or their designee 

• Others as assigned 

 

The Corporate Chief Compliance Officer serves as the chairperson of the Compliance 

Committee. The Compliance Committee serves in strictly an advisory role and shall 

have no authority to adopt or implement policies or procedures. The CO will consult 

with members of the Compliance Committee on a regular basis and may call meetings 

of all or some members of the Compliance Committee. The Compliance Officer and the 

Compliance Committee periodically reports directly to the Board of Directors on the 

activities and status of the Compliance Program, including issues identified investigated, 

and resolved by the Compliance Program.  MMM of Florida BAVPOD meets at least 

quarterly. 

 

Reports of the MMM of Florida  Compliance Committee are shared with the Corporate 

Compliance Committee and to the Corporate  Board of Directors that meet at least 

quarterly.   

 

Functions of MMM of Florida Compliance Committee: The Compliance Committee's 

functions include the following:  

• Meeting at least on a quarterly basis, or more frequently as necessary to enable 

reasonable oversight of the compliance program;  

• Developing strategies to promote compliance and the detection of any potential 

violations;  

• Reviewing and approving compliance and FWA training, and ensuring that 

training and education are effective and appropriately completed;  

• Assisting with the creation and implementation of the compliance risk 

assessment and of the compliance monitoring and auditing work plan;  

• Assisting in the creation, implementation and monitoring of effective corrective 

actions;  

• Developing innovative ways to implement appropriate corrective and 

preventative action;  

• Reviewing effectiveness of the system of internal controls designed to ensure 

compliance with Medicare regulations in daily operations;  

• Supporting the compliance officer’s needs for sufficient staff and resources to 

carry out his/her duties;  

• Ensuring that the plan has appropriate, up-to-date compliance policies and 

procedures;  

• Distributes written standards, including policies, that are readily understandable 

by all members and employees (including policies that have been translated into 

other languages, if necessary) to members of the workforce with a need to 

know the applicable Company standards; and, 

• Ensuring that the plan has a system for employees and FDRs to ask compliance 

questions and report potential instances of Medicare program noncompliance 
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and potential FWA confidentially or anonymously (if desired) without fear of 

retaliation;  

• Ensuring that the plan has a method for enrollees to report potential FWA  

• Reviewing and addressing reports of monitoring and auditing of areas in which 

the plan is at risk for program noncompliance or potential FWA and ensuring that 

corrective action plans are implemented and monitored for effectiveness; and  

• Oversees the compliance program and the effectiveness of the program and the 

compliance officer.   

• Providing regular and ad hoc reports on the status of compliance with 

recommendations to the plan’s governing body. 

• Performs other functions as necessary to carry out the objectives of the 

Corporate Compliance Program. 

The tasks listed above are not intended to be exhaustive. The Compliance Committee 

may also address other compliance related issues as they evolve.  

 

B. Compliance as an Element of Performance  

 

The promotion of, and adherence to, the elements of this Compliance Program is a 

factor in evaluating the performance of all MMM of Florida employees, contractors, 

subcontractor and FDRs. Employees, contractors, subcontractor and FDRs will be 

periodically trained regarding the Compliance Program, and new compliance policies and 

procedures that may, from time to time, be adopted. In particular, all managers and 

supervisors involved in any processes related to the evaluation, preparation, or 

submission of medical claims must do the following. 

 

• Discuss, as applicable, the compliance policies and procedures and 

legal requirements set forth in this Compliance Program with all 

supervised personnel and all contractors and agents. 

• Inform all supervised personnel that strict compliance with this 

Compliance Program is a condition of continued employment. 

Disclose to all supervised personnel and contractors that disciplinary 

action will be taken, up to and including termination of employment or 

contractor status, for violation of this Compliance Program. 

 

Managers and supervisors will be subject to discipline for failure to adequately instruct 

their subordinates on matters covered by the Compliance Program.  Managers and 

supervisors will also be subject to discipline for failing to detect violations of the 

Compliance Program where reasonable diligence on the part of the manager or 

supervisor would have led to the discovery of a problem or violation and provided MMM 

of Florida with the opportunity to take corrective action. 

 

C. Training and Education  

 

MMM of Florida acknowledges that this Compliance Program can only be effective if 
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communicated and explained to Company personnel on a routine basis and in a manner 

that clearly explains its requirements. To that end, MMM of Florida requires all 

personnel to attend specific training programs on a periodic basis. Training requirements 

and scheduling are established by MMM of Florida based on the needs and 

requirements of each affiliate. Employees including the Chief Executive and Senior 

Administrators or Managers; Governing Body members; and first tier; downstream and 

related entities are trained early in their employment or contracting upon, and annually 

thereafter.   

 

Training programs include appropriate training in federal and state statutes, regulations, 

guidelines, the policies and procedures set forth in this Compliance Program, and 

corporate ethics. Training programs also include sessions highlighting this Compliance 

Program, summarizing fraud, waste and abuse laws, physician self-referral laws, claims 

development and submission processes, and related business practices that reflect 

current legal standards. All formal training undertaken as part of the Compliance 

Program is documented.  

 

In general, the General Compliance Program and Fraud, Waste and Abuse (FWA) shall 

include information regarding the following: 

a. A description of the compliance program, including a review of the compliance 

policies and procedures, the Standards of Conduct, and the organization's 

commitment to business ethics and compliance with all statutory, regulatory, 

and Medicare program requirements.  

b. An overview of how to ask compliance questions, request compliance 

clarification or report suspected or detected non-compliance or potential FWA. 

Training emphasizes confidentiality, anonymity, and non-retaliation for 

compliance-related questions, or suspected or detected non-compliance or 

potential FWA.   

c. The requirement to report to the plan actual or suspected Medicare program 

noncompliance or potential FWA. 

d. Provide examples of reportable non-compliance that and employee might 

observe and report. 

e. A review of the disciplinary guidelines for non-compliant or fraudulent behavior 

which results in mandatory retraining and may result in disciplinary action, 

including possible termination when such behavior is serious or repeated or 

when knowledge of a possible violation is not reported.  

f. Attendance and participation in formal training programs are a condition of 

continued employment, and a criterion to be included in employee evaluations. 

g. A review of policies related to contracting with the government, such as the 

laws addressing fraud and abuse or gifts and gratuities for Government 

employees.  

h. A review of potential conflicts of interest and the Plan’s disclosure/attestation 

system.  

i. An overview of HIPAA, the CMS/AHCA Data Use Agreement, and the 

importance of maintaining the confidentiality of Personal Health Information.  
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j. An overview of the monitoring and auditing work plan of the organization. 

k. A review of laws that govern the employee conduct in the Medicare Program. 

The following is a list of laws and regulations that may be discussed in the 

training: 

• Title XVIII of the Social Security Act  

• Medicare regulations governing Parts C and D found at 42 C.F.R. §§ 422 

and 423 respectively  

• Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act (Pub. L. No. 111-148, 124 

Stat. 119)  

• Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) (Public Law 

104-191)  

• False Claims Acts (31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-3733)  

• Federal Criminal False Claims Statutes (18 U.S.C. §§ 287,1001)  

• Anti-Kickback Statute (42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(b))  

• The Beneficiary Inducement Statute (42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7a(a)(5))  

• Civil monetary penalties of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. § 1395w-27 

(g))  

• Physician Self-Referral (“Stark”) Statute (42 U.S.C. § 1395nn)  

• Fraud and Abuse, Privacy and Security Provisions of the Health Insurance 

Portability and Accountability Act, as modified by HITECH Act  

• Prohibitions against employing or contracting with persons or entities 

that have been excluded from doing business with the Federal 

Government (42 U.S.C. §1395w-27(g)(1)(G)  

• Fraud Enforcement and Recovery Act of 2009  

• All sub-regulatory guidance produced by CMS and HHS and AHCA such 

as manuals, training materials, HPMS memos, and guides 

l. Also, the training should address the following FWA topics:  

• Laws and regulations related to MA and Part D FWA (i.e., False Claims 

Act, Anti-Kickback statute, HIPAA/HITECH, etc.);  

• Obligations of FDRs to have appropriate policies and procedures to 

address FWA;  

• Processes for plans and FDR employees to report suspected FWA to the 

plan (or, as to FDR employees, either to the plan directly or to their 

employers who then must report it to the plan);  

• Protections for plan and FDR employees who report suspected FWA; and  

• Types of FWA that can occur in the settings in which plan and FDR 

employees work.  

 

Specific training for appropriate Corporate Officers, Managers, and other employees 

may include areas such as: 

• Restrictions on marketing activities 

• General prohibitions on paying or receiving remuneration to induce referrals 

• Proper claims processing techniques 

• Monitoring of compliance with this Compliance Program 
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• Methods for educating and training employees 

• Duty to report misconduct 

• Fraud, Waste and Abuse  

 

MMM of Florida provides compliance and fraud, waste and abuse training to employees 

using the materials included in the standardized training modules from the CMS 

website. Also, important topics specific to our organization are incorporated in the 

training and addressed accordingly.  

 

Attendance and participation in compliance and fraud waste and abuse training 

programs is a condition of continued employment or contracted. Failure to comply with 

training requirements will result in disciplinary action, including possible termination. 

Adherence with the provisions of this Compliance Program, including training 

requirements, is a factor in the annual evaluation of each MMM of Florida employee. 

Outside contractors will be afforded the opportunity to participate in, or required to 

develop (where applicable) their own compliance training and educational programs, to 

complement MMM of Florida’s standards of conduct, compliance policies, and 

procedures. The CO will ensure that records of compliance training, including 

attendance logs and copies of materials distributed at training sessions, are maintained. 

  

The above compliance and fraud waste and abuse training is in addition to any periodic 

professional education courses that may be required by statute or regulation for certain 

personnel. MMM of Florida expects that its Board members, employees and 

contractors will comply with applicable education requirements and failure to do so 

could result in disciplinary action, including termination of contract or employment.  

 

MMM of Florida  is also responsible for developing and providing annual general 

compliance and fraud waste and abuse training or the appropriate training materials to 

all first tiers, downstream and related entities and ensuring that the training has been 

distributed and taken at the time of contracting and annually thereafter.  The training 

includes the information provided in the CMS standardized training modules as well as 

other important information related to compliance and fraud, waste and abuse specific 

to our organization.   

 

FDRs who have met the FWA certification requirements through enrollment into Parts A 

or B of the Medicare program or through accreditation as a supplier of DMEPOS are 

deemed to have met the FWA training and education requirements.  

 

MMM of Florida will revise and provide the annual general compliance and fraud waste 

and abuse training program on an annual basis. 

 

D. Lines of Communications and Reporting   
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The CO establishes and implements effective lines of communication between the 

Compliance Department, members of the Compliance Committee, employees, 

managers, BOD, contractors, subcontractor and FDRs ensuring confidentiality. This may 

include, but is not limited to, a dedicated help line 844-481-4937, compliance drop 

boxes, e-mail siu@mmm-fl.com, fax 833-523-2631 or web address https://mmm-

fl.ethicspoint.com, so that employees, members, contractors, subcontractor and FDRs 

may seek answers to compliance questions or report perceived or actual acts of non-

compliance. 

 

All employees, contractors, subcontractors and FDRs have the responsibility to comply 

with all applicable laws and regulations and report any real or perceived acts of non-

compliance. Any employee, contractors, subcontractor and FDRs who know of a non-

compliant act and fail to report them will be subject to discipline. Reports can be made 

anonymously through the help line if the caller desires, although a name and phone 

number generally makes investigating easier and more effective.  

 

No employee or agent shall retaliate in any way against another employee for reporting 

an act of non-compliance. Written reports may be submitted in person, fax, or mailed to 

the Attention of the CO at the corporate address:   

 

5775 Blue Lagoon Drive 

Suite 450 

Miami, FL 33126 

 

If mailed, the envelope should be marked CONFIDENTIAL. 

 

It is recognized that questions will arise regarding compliance issues that employees 

want to have answered in a safe environment. Employees, members, contractors, 

subcontractors and FDRs may call the help line to receive answers in a confidential 

manner or may come to the Compliance Department in person.  

 

E. Standards, Policies, and Procedures and Enforcement 

 

Policies 

MMM of Florida has written policies, procedures and standards of conduct that  

• Articulate the organization’s commitment to comply with all applicable Federal 

and State standards;  

• Describe compliance expectations as embodied in the Standards of Conduct;  

• Implement the operation of the compliance program;  

• Provide guidance to employees and others on dealing with suspected, detected 

or reported compliance and potential FWA issues);  

• Identify how to communicate compliance issues to appropriate compliance 

personnel;  

• Describe the operation of the hotline and other reporting mechanisms 

mailto:siu@mmm-fl.com
https://mmm-fl.ethicspoint.com/
https://mmm-fl.ethicspoint.com/
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• Describe how suspected, detected or reported non-compliance and FWA issues 

are investigated and resolved by the organization; and  

• Include a policy of non-intimidation and non-retaliation for good faith participation 

in the compliance program, including, but not limited to, reporting potential 

issues, investigating issues, conducting self-evaluations, audits and corrective 

actions, and reporting to appropriate officials.  

• Describe the Compliance and FWA trainings requirements 

 

It is the policy of MMM of Florida to render appropriate discipline for failure of any 

Company personnel to comply with the Code of Ethics and Business Conduct, policies, 

and procedures set forth in, or adopted pursuant to, this Compliance Program or any 

federal or state laws or regulations. 

 

The guiding principles underlying this policy include the following: 

• Intentional or reckless noncompliance should subject personnel to significant 

sanctions, which may include verbal warnings, suspension, or termination of 

employment, depending upon the nature and extent of the noncompliance 

• Failure to comply with the policies and procedures set forth in this Compliance 

Program, or with other applicable laws, should also result in sanctions 

• Disciplinary action should be taken where a responsible employee fails to detect 

a violation, where such failure can be attributed to their negligence or reckless 

conduct 

• Internal audit or review may lead to discovering violations and could lead to 

disciplinary action 

• All levels of employees are subject to the same disciplinary action for the 

commission of similar offenses. Because MMM of Florida takes compliance 

seriously, MMM of Florida must respond to personnel misconduct. 

 

Discipline Procedures  

Any employee found to have violated any provision of this Compliance Program can be 

subject to discipline in a manner consistent with the policies set forth herein, including 

termination of employment if deemed appropriate by MMM of Florida. Any disciplinary 

action taken shall be fair and equitable and within the sole discretion of MMM of Florida. 

 
In severe and/or repeated cases, coordination with the responsible Department Director 

and Director of Human Resources shall take place to discuss progressive discipline 

including the possibility of immediate termination. The Human Resources Department is 

a key element in this process. Human Resources policies establish the degrees of 

disciplinary actions that may be imposed upon Corporate Officers, Managers and 

Employees, for failing to comply with the organization’s policies and applicable statues 

and regulations. 

 

Upon determining that an employee from MMM of Florida has committed a violation of 

this Compliance Program, said employee shall meet with their supervisor to review the 
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conduct that resulted in violation of the Compliance Program. 

  

The employee and supervisor will call the CO to discuss any actions that may be taken 

to remedy such violation. All employees are expected to cooperate fully with the CO 

during the investigation of the violation. Legal Counsel must be consulted prior to final 

actions or punitive measures.  

 

F. Auditing and Monitoring and Identification of Compliance Risks 

 

The Compliance Officer (CO) is responsible of the establishment and implementation of 

an effective system for routine monitoring and identification of compliance risks 

associated with the Medicare Part C and D benefits. The system includes internal 

monitoring and audits and, as appropriate, external audits, to evaluate the organization’s 

compliance with CMS requirements and the overall effectiveness of the compliance 

program which includes entities to which the plan has delegated regulated functions 

(first tier, downstream and related entities (FDRs).  
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Risk Assessment & Routing and Monitoring and Auditing Work plan  

 

MMM of Florida will undertake monitoring and auditing to test and confirm compliance 

with Medicare regulations, sub-regulatory guidance, contractual agreements, and all 

applicable Federal and State laws, as well as internal policies and procedures to protect 

against Medicare program noncompliance and potential FWA.  

  

MMM of Florida will develop an annual monitoring and auditing work plan that 

addresses the risks associated with the Medicare Parts C and D benefits. The CO and 

the Compliance Committee are key participants in this process. 

  

The CO will receive regular reports from the Compliance Department Manager who are 

conducting the audits showing results of the auditing and monitoring activities and  the 

status and effectiveness of corrective actions taken. It is the responsibility of the CO to 

provide updates on monitoring and auditing results to the Compliance Committee, the 

CEO, Senior Management and the Board of Directors.  

 

An annual risk assessment will be conducted as the baseline to identify major risk areas 

for compliance and FWA. The risk assessment will be re-evaluated quarterly to identify 

any new risks.  

 

 The assessment takes into account all Medicare business operational areas including 

FDR’s.  Each operational area must be assessed for the types and levels of risks the 

area presents. Factors that will be considered for determining risk level include but are 

not limited to:  

   

Impact to the Organization 

a. Financial impact  

b. Regulatory impact (Compliance, Law and Government Regulations) 

c. Reputational impact (Complaints.  Dissatisfied customers, breaches of 

policies or standards, and violations of law can potentially harm the 

organization) 

2. Internal Controls Environment  

a. Date of last audit 

b. Results of last audit  

c. Major changes in organizational structure, management, operations 

process and applications 

d. Internal control (use of performance metrics, policies and procedures and 

employees training and competency. 

 

Areas considered in the assessment include but are not limited to, marketing and 

enrollment violations, agent/broker misrepresentation, selective marketing, 

enrollment/disenrollment noncompliance, credentialing, quality assessment, appeals 

and grievance procedures, benefit/formulary administration, transition policy, protected 
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classes policy, utilization management, accuracy of claims processing, detection of 

potentially fraudulent claims, and FDR oversight and monitoring. 

 

Risks identified by the risk assessment will be ranked to determine which risk areas will 

have the greatest impact and will be prioritize accordingly. Ongoing review of potential 

risks of noncompliance and FWA will be re-evaluated quarterly considering the baseline 

assessments. The results of the risk assessment will be the baseline for the 

development of the monitoring and audit work plan.  

 

Once the risk assessment has been completed, a monitoring and auditing work plan will 

be developed. The CO is responsible for ensuring completion of the work plan. The 

monitoring and auditing will be conducted by the compliance department staff. 

 

The work plan will include:  

• The audits to be performed;  

• Audit schedules, including start and end dates  

• Necessary resources;  

• Types of Audit: desk or onsite;  

• Person(s) responsible;  

• Final audit report due date to compliance officer;  

 

The work plan will consider time and resources for conducting follow-up reviews of 

areas identified as non-compliant to determine corrective actions taken have fully 

addressed the deficiencies identified.  

 

The corrective action and follow-up is led or overseen by the CO and assisted by the 

compliance department staff, and include actions such as disclosure of findings to CMS 

or to the NBI MEDICs, if necessary. 

 

The standard audit/monitoring report prepared by the auditor includes at least the 

following sections:   

• Objectives;  

• Scope and Methodology;  

• Findings and Impact Analysis 

• Recommendations  

 

When conducting audits, the following methods will be considered: 

• Assess compliance with internal processes and procedures;  

• Selecting sponsor facilities, pharmacies, providers, claims, and other areas for 

audit;  

• Determining appropriate sample size;  

• Conduct follow up review by auditing, monitoring or otherwise of areas 

previously found non-compliant to determine if the implemented corrective 

actions have fully addressed the underlying problem.   
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MMM of Florida will use CMS’s most recent Audit protocols when available for 

conducting the audits. Where there is no standard protocol; the auditor in coordination 

with the CO or designee will determine methodology and sampling.  

 

Monitoring and Auditing FDRs  

 

MMM of Florida is responsible for the administration of the Medicare Parts C and D 

benefits under their contracts with CMS, regardless of whether the organization has 

delegated some of that responsibility to the FDRs.  The Compliance Department’s 

Delegation Oversight Unit oversees compliance of all the health plans’ delegated 

functions.   The Compliance Department’s Audit and Monitoring Work plan includes the 

FDRs that will be audited and/or monitored each year.   The CO will assure that at least 

annually, MMM of Florida coordinates an audit of each FDR. 

 

The audit results will be reported to the Delegation Oversight Committee (DOC) and the 

Compliance Committee.   As deemed necessary, improvement strategies will be 

recommended to correct any deficiencies found during the audit.  The need for a follow 

up audit will be based on the severity of the findings.  

 

The CO will assure that prior to the delegation of a process to an FDR a pre delegation 

assessment is conducted to  

a. Determine the entity’s ability to perform the delegated activity in 

compliance with contractual obligations and applicable law.   

b. Assess compatibility of organization and entity 

c. Evaluate performance against agreed-upon standards 

d. Identify operational issues 

 

The assessment will be performed during the contract negotiations with the entity and 

serves as a mechanism to educate the entity of all delegated requirements and 

processes. During this time, an onsite and desktop audit will be performed to assess 

the entity’s ability to conduct the delegated functions within regulatory requirements. 

 

Once the pre delegation assessment is completed the results of the audit will be 

presented to the DOC for the recommendation to delegate, delegate with action plan, 

partially delegate and not delegate.  The audit results and the recommendation of the 

DOC are shared with the contractor. 

 

 

Audit of the Compliance Program  
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The effectiveness of the Compliance Program must be audited at least annually and the 

results must be shared with the Board of Directors. The audit will be conducted by the 

Internal Audit Department or an External Auditor to avoid self-policing. 

 

Tracking and Documenting Compliance and Compliance Program Effectiveness 

 

The Compliance Department will use less formal measures to monitor the compliance 

program effectiveness such as self - assessment tool, dashboards or scorecards in 

support of the Compliance Program effectiveness audit.  The Compliance Officer will 

share results with the Compliance Committee, senior management and Board of 

Directors. 

 

Auditing by CMS or its Designee  

 

MMM of Florida, Inc. must permit access to government agencies or delegates to audit, 

evaluate, and inspect books, contracts, medical records, patient care documentation, 

and other records of MMM of Florida, Inc. and its contractors as required by law and 

according to contractual obligation. 

 

G. Investigation 

 Once the report is received, the determination to report to external entities 

process should be started within the next 5 calendar days. 

 The assigned Compliance staff will review the referral form and/or Ethics Point 

report and supporting documents and assure that a signed statement is included 

to support the allegations reported in order to prepare an investigation report. 

 The assigned Compliance Staff will submit and discuss the investigation report 

to the Compliance Management to determine if the misconduct identified has 

sufficient evidence to be reported to the corresponding external entity. 

 If the case is determined to have sufficient evidence of possible CMS violation, 

the case will be promptly (within a reasonable period, but no more than 60 days 

after a determination that a violation may have occurred) reported to the 

appropriate Government Authority and the assigned Compliance Staff will keep 

documentation on file and inform internal parties of the resolution or action 

taken. 

 If the case is determined NOT to have valid information to proceed with the 

report and no further action is required, then the report is submitted to the 

Departments involved.  
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 The Compliance staff will upload any of the following relevant documentation in 

file: 

o CMS Possible Violation Referral Form/ Ethics Point Report 

o Copies of relevant documents 

o System Notes  

o Report submitted to the External Entity 

o Update to policies and procedures, if necessary  

 The Compliance staff will enter the resolution in the Compliance 360 and/or 

Ethics Point application and enter the close date. Supporting documentation is 

kept in the Compliance Department’s files. 

 
H. Fraud, Waste and Abuse 

 

As part of the Corporate Compliance Program, a series of written standards, policies 

and procedures are developed and distributed to employees and subcontractors to 

aware them about MMM of Florida commitment to detect, correct and prevent fraud, 

waste and abuse.  However, MMM of Florida policy is not limited to Fraud, Waste and 

Abuse cases. 

 

All employees shall report all alleged fraud, waste and abuse.  Efforts will be made to 

educate members and providers to report fraudulent activities.  Failure to report such 

known activities and individuals who engage in any inappropriate activity alone or in 

collaboration with another employee subject to immediate disciplinary action up to and 

including termination. 

 

The Chief Compliance Officer is accountable for the fraud, waste and abuse plan and to 

provide effective training and education related to detection, correction and prevention 

of fraud, waste and abuse to all MMM of Florida  employees and subcontractors.  

Through e-mail, hot line, personally or drop boxes employees or beneficiaries can report 

fraudulent or abusive activities to the CO.  The CO or his/her designee has the 

responsibility of informing the executive management and the members of Compliance 

Committee of any incident or issue related with fraudulent activities. 

 

Executive leadership and/or Management shall not retaliate against any employee for 

reporting a fraudulent activity. Written reports may be submitted in person, fax, email or 

mailed to the Attention of the CO at the corporate address: 

 

Fax 787-622-7461  

Email: siu@mmm-fl.com 

5775 Blue Lagoon Drive 

Suite 450 

Miami, FL 33126 

 

mailto:siu@mmm-fl.com
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If mailed, the enveloped shall be marked CONFIDENTIAL 

 

FWA Risk Assessment Audit Work plan and Data Analysis 

 

The FWA Unit develops a risk assessment based on: a) OIG Annual Reports; b) 

monitoring industry FWA trends through internal data monitoring tool (LexisNexis Health 

Care Portal); c) Participation of conferences and meeting where new FWA trends are 

illustrated and explained. Based on the assessment an annual work plan is developed.   

Also, MMM of Florida has an effective process to identify, monitor, prevent and 

minimize impact of healthcare fraud, waste and abuse by means of healthcare 

information, data analysis, and statistical techniques.   

The FWA Unit utilizes LexisNexis Health Portal, a commercial query, reporting, data 

analysis and data mining tool to identify fraudulent patterns within claims databases.  

• LexisNexis Health Care Portal includes professional, hospital, laboratory and 

pharmacy claims, providers and enrollment (membership) data. 

• LexisNexis Health Care Portal enables the creation of reports that display, 

accurate and up-to-date data from corporate or user databases.  The module 

allows a set of standard and user-defined queries to identify suspicious trends 

and patterns.  

 

In addition, the FWA Unit performs proactive data analyses for monitoring the 

beneficiaries that have received services by providers connected to geographic areas 

identified by CMS as high risk for healthcare fraud, waste and abuse MMM of Florida  

Plan may conduct desk or on-site audits at the Network/Participating Provider’s location. 

During the Audit, The FWA Unit staff will have complete access to the applicable 

medical records.  

 

When conducting FWA audits the following methods will be considered: 

• Assess compliance with internal processes and procedures;  

• Selecting sponsor facilities, pharmacies, providers, claims, and other areas for 

audit;  

• Determining appropriate sample size;  

• Extrapolating audit findings using statistically valid methods that comply with 

generally accepted auditing standards to the full universe; and 

• Applying targeted or stratified sampling methods driven by data mining and 

complaint monitoring;  

• Examine the performance of the compliance program, including a review of 

training, reporting mechanisms (e.g., hotline log), investigation files, OIG/GSA 

exclusion list screenings, evidence of employee receipt of Standards of Conduct 

and conflict of interest disclosures/attestations, and sampling for evidence in 
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support of attestations, if the sponsor uses attestations to monitor compliance; 

and  

• Conduct follow up review by auditing, monitoring or otherwise of areas 

previously found non-compliant to determine if the implemented corrective 

actions have fully addressed the underlying problem.   

 

 Investigation 

 

An investigation of a particular practice or suspected violation must involve a review and 

analysis of the relevant documentation and records, interviews, and applicable laws and 

regulations, as well as review of data and medical records. All investigations must be 

conducted under the evaluation of the Compliance Officer. All investigators, consultants 

or other third parties hired to participate in the investigations shall be retained through 

the Compliance Officer.   

  

During the investigation process, the FWA Manager or designee or designee, in 

coordination with the Compliance Officer and the FWA Compliance Committee, may 

make interim administrative decisions that can range from limited restrictions to the 

complete deferral of activities. 

 

The results of any investigation must be thoroughly documented and supported with 

attached exhibits. It will be reviewed by the FWA Manager or designee, and approved 

by the Compliance Officer. The Investigative report must include the following items: (1) 

a synopsis of the investigation, (2) complete identification of primary and secondary 

objectives, (3) annotated reference to violations to federal law or regulations clearly 

depicted by irregularities through actions or events, (4) details of the investigation (in 

chronological order), (5) audit results (if applicable), (6) if applicable, list of witnesses and 

a brief summary of their testimony, (7) ancillary investigation and results of records 

checks, (8) listing of all exhibits and supporting documentation. 

 

The investigative report will be covered with a transmittal letter, in which corresponding 

recommendations and disciplinary (corrective) actions will be included. The FWA 

Manager or designee will make sure that all records and documents are retain until final 

disposition is approved by the Compliance Officer and Legal Counsel, and in those 

cases that have been referred for prosecution, only after all civil, judicial and prosecution 

proceedings have concluded. All records will be retained the required amount of years 

according to federal and state requirements. 

 

Please refer to MMM of Florida Fraud, Waste and Abuse Program. 

 

I. Corrective Action  

 

MMM of Florida must conduct a timely and well-documented reasonable inquiry into 

any compliance incident or issue involving potential Medicare program noncompliance 

or potential FWA.  Program noncompliance and FWA may occur at the level of the 
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MMM of Florida or its FDRs. It may be discovered through a hotline, a website, an 

enrollee complaint, during routine monitoring or self-evaluation, an audit, or by 

regulatory authorities. Regardless of how the noncompliance or FWA is identified, 

MMM of Florida must initiate a reasonable inquiry as quickly as possible, but not later 

than 2 weeks after the date the potential noncompliance or potential FWA incident was 

identified. A reasonable inquiry includes a preliminary investigation of the matter by the 

CO or a delegated member of his/her staff. If the issue appears to involve potential 

fraud or abuse and MMM of Florida does not have either the time or the resources to 

investigate the potential fraud or abuse in a timely manner, it should refer the matter to 

the NBI MEDIC within 30 days of the date the potential fraud or abuse is identified so 

that the potentially fraudulent or abusive activity does not continue.   
 

Violations of this Compliance Program, failure to comply with all applicable federal or 

state laws, and other types of misconduct threaten MMM of Florida’s status as a 

reliable, honest, and trustworthy company might prompt a request for a Corrective 

Action Plan. Detected but uncorrected misconduct can seriously endanger MMM of 

Florida’s reputations. Consequently, upon reports or reasonable indications of suspected 

noncompliance, prompt steps to investigate the conduct in question will be initiated 

under the direction and control of the CO to determine whether a material violation of 

applicable law or the requirements of the Compliance Program has occurred. If no 

violation has occurred, the CO will request a Corrective Action Plan from the 

department to determine how the process can be corrected and improved. If such a 

violation has occurred, prompt steps will be taken to correct the problem. As 

appropriate, such steps may include an immediate referral to criminal or civil law 

enforcement authorities, a corrective action plan, a report to the appropriate 

government organization, or submission of any overpayments. The specific steps that 

are appropriate in any given case will be determined after consultation with legal 

counsel.  

 

Depending upon the nature of the alleged violations, the CO’s internal investigation 

could include interviews with relevant staff and a review of relevant documents. Legal 

counsel, auditors, or healthcare experts may be engaged by the CO to assist in an 

investigation where the CO deems such assistance appropriate. Complete records of all 

investigations will be maintained which contain documentation of the alleged violations, 

a description of the investigative process, copies of interview notes and key documents, 

a log of the witnesses interviewed and the documents reviewed, results of the 

investigation (e.g., any disciplinary action taken), and corrective actions implemented.   

 

If an investigation of an alleged violation is undertaken and the CO believes the integrity 

of the investigation may be at risk because of the presence of employees under 

investigation, those employees will be removed from their current work activity until the 

investigation is completed. Where necessary, the CO will take appropriate steps to 

secure or prevent the destruction of documents or other evidence relevant to the 

investigation. 
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J. Reporting 

 

If the CO, Director or any Manager discovers credible evidence of misconduct from any 

source and, after reasonable inquiry, has reason to believe that the misconduct may 

violate criminal, civil, or administrative law, then the misconduct will promptly be 

reported to the appropriate governmental authority or federal or state law enforcement 

agency having jurisdiction over such matter. Said reports will be done in a timely 

manner. 

 

The CO will inform incidents of significant Medicare program non-compliance, to CMS 

as soon as possible after its discovery. The CO will also report the final results of any 

case investigation with possible fraudulent activities to CMS, OIG, MEDICS, Florida 

Office of Insurance Regulation, AHCA, or other regulatory or law enforcement agencies, 

as necessary. 
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IV. Global Compliance Policies 
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The policies in this Section are those applying to MMM of Florida. Additional policies 

may be developed to supplement these policies to reflect the activities of a particular 

subsidiary.   

 

The following policies are included in this section: 

 

A. Anti-kickback and Self-Referral Laws  

B. Billing and Coding  

C. Employee and Contractor Screening  

D. Confidentiality of Healthcare Information  

E. Labor Laws  
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A. Anti-Kickback and Self-Referral Laws 

 

I. Background  

Federal law, commonly known as the Medicare "Anti-kickback statute" (42 U.S.C. 

Section 1320a-7b(b)), prohibits giving anything of value, directly or indirectly, to any 

person to induce that person to refer, order or arrange for goods or services for which 

payment may be made under a federal healthcare program. Federal law also prohibits 

any person from offering or transferring anything of value to any person eligible for 

benefits under Medicare, Medicaid or other federal healthcare program that such person 

knows or should know is likely to influence the person to order services from a 

particular provider (Section 1128A(a)(5) of the Social Security Act).  

 

Another federal law, commonly known as the "Stark Law" (42 U.S.C. Section 1395nn) 

generally prohibits physicians from referring Medicare patients to an entity for certain 

designated health services which are specifically listed when a physician has a financial 

relationship with that entity, unless the specific requirements of an exception under the 

Stark Law are satisfied. A financial relationship is any ownership interest or 

compensation arrangement.  

 

• The Penalties. The penalties for violating these laws are severe. Violations of the 

federal anti-kickback statute include fines of up to $25,000 and imprisonment of 

up to 5 years. Violations of the Stark Law may result in denial of claims payment 

and civil monetary penalties of up to $15,000 for each violation.  

 

Many states have statutes similar to the federal anti-kickback statute and the Stark Law, 

which may apply to referrals for any patient, not just patients covered under federal 

healthcare programs. MMM of Florida’s Legal Counsel and Compliance Officer are 

familiar with state laws and should be consulted before entering into any agreement or 

arrangement with a referral source.  

 

Many people mistakenly believe that these laws apply only to doctors, hospitals, and 

other providers of healthcare services. This is not the case. For example, payments to a 

marketing company to develop business can implicate the federal ant-kickback statute. 

Furthermore, even if a particular law appears to apply only to healthcare providers, a 

non-provider involved in wrongful conduct could still be viewed, and prosecuted, as 

aiding or assisting in the violation of the law. Regardless of whether the Company can 

ultimately be held liable under a particular law, the Company’s Code of Ethics and 

Business Conduct requires that all personnel conduct themselves at all times in 

accordance with all laws. Conduct to the contrary places the Company, its personnel 

and its clients at risk. 
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Examples of how these laws might apply to the Company:  

 

Physician Compensation Systems. MMM of Florida is engaged by a large, multi-

specialty medical group to develop software for the purpose of handling income 

distributions to physicians of the group based on factors such as productivity and profit 

benchmarks. If the formula developed rewards medical group members for ordering 

Medicare reimbursed laboratory services or X-rays performed by the group, the Stark 

Law could be implicated. 

 

The Company and its personnel must not attempt to act as legal counsel for their 

clients. The Company acknowledges that its personnel may be limited in their ability to 

detect and prevent potentially illegal arrangements between clients and third parties. 

The goal of the Company is to ensure that all personnel are acting in compliance with 

the law and making their best efforts to assist our clients in complying with the law. 

This Compliance Program is prepared with this goal in mind.  

 

• Federal “Safe Harbors” and Exceptions to the Stark Law. The federal 

government has created “safe harbor” regulations under the anti-kickback law. A 

transaction that fully satisfies a safe harbor will not be subject to civil or criminal 

sanctions. There are also a number of exceptions to the Stark Law’s general 

prohibition. Arrangements that satisfy the requirements of a particular exception 

are permitted under the Stark Law. The requirements of these safe harbors and 

exceptions are often complex and difficult to interpret. Personnel should not 

attempt to analyze arrangements under the anti-kickback safe harbors or Stark 

Law exceptions without the assistance of MMM of Florida’s legal counsel. Only 

MMM of Florida’s legal counsel may determine whether a particular 

arrangement complies with an anti-kickback law safe harbor or Stark Law 

exception.  

 

• Common Issue: Physician Compensation. The Company, whether acting as a 

consultant or manager, is sometimes involved in establishing formulas and 

systems for physician compensation. If physicians in a medical group internally 

refer Stark Law covered services to the medical group (e.g., lab, X rays, and 

ultrasounds) the compensation they receive can implicate the Stark Law. An 

exception to the Stark Law that is commonly available in this situation is the 

exception for in-office ancillary services. This exception includes many elements, 

and only MMM of Florida legal counsel can determine whether a particular 

arrangement fully satisfies those requirements. However, when developing 

physician compensation systems, one fundamental element of the in-office 

ancillary services exception should be kept in mind. No physician in the group 

can either directly or indirectly receive compensation which varies with the 

volume or value of referrals by the physician for Medicare covered ancillary 

services. In other words, compensation systems must treat revenues derived 

from Stark Law covered Medicare services in a referral-neutral manner, and the 

referring physician’s compensation may in no manner be connected to such 
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referrals.  

 

Examples of Arrangements Commonly Covered by  

the Anti-Kickback Law or the Stark Law: 

 

 

✓ Physician compensation plans that include Medicare receivables as a factor in 

determining compensation 

✓ Professional Service Agreements between providers and entities to which those 

providers refer 

✓ Space and equipment leases between providers and entities to which they refer 

✓ Management Agreements that include marketing and promotional services 

✓ Joint ventures between hospitals and medical groups. 

✓ Any other agreements between parties that are actual or potential sources of 

referrals for each other 

 

II. Policies  

 

MMM of Florida has established the following policies to promote compliance with 

federal and state anti-kickback and self-referral statutes and regulations. Additional 

polices may be adopted by MMM of Florida based on the specific needs and activities.  

 

• All contracts and other arrangements that in any way involve or relate to the 

referral of patients, or arranging for the referral of patients, to which the 

Company is a party must comply with all applicable anti-kickback and self-referral 

statutes and regulations. 

• Company personnel cannot assist clients in negotiating or entering into contracts 

or arrangements that its personnel suspect may violate the anti-kickback or self-

referral laws unless the client has been informed in writing of the concern and 

the client advises the Company that the client has received legal advice 

indicating the arrangement is permissible.  

• In the event the Company personnel, while acting as a consultant or manager for 

a client, become aware that a contract or arrangement contemplated by the 

client potentially violates the anti-kickback or self-referral laws, the client shall be 

informed of the potential violation and advised to consult with qualified legal 

counsel. Personnel shall also inform MMM of Florida’s Compliance Officer and 

Legal Counsel. 

• No free gifts or services shall be provided by Company personnel to 

beneficiaries of any government program (e.g. Medicare or Medicaid) to 

influence such beneficiaries' choice of provider, nor shall personnel encourage or 

assist clients of the Company to offer such free gifts or services to such 

beneficiaries, unless such free gifts or services are offered in strict compliance 

with applicable laws as determined in advance by MMM of Florida’s Legal 

Counsel.  
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• No compensation, gift or gratuity of any kind may be provided in exchange for, or 

to induce, the referral of clients or customers to the Company, and personnel 

cannot solicit, offer or receive any payment or remuneration of any kind in 

exchange for referring or recommending the referral of clients or customers to 

the Company or to any hospital, physician or medical facility that is a client of the 

Company. 

• In the event personnel are involved on behalf of clients in negotiating 

agreements with providers who are in a position to make referrals to the client, 

the personnel shall recommend to the client the agreement be reviewed by the 

client’s legal counsel.  

• In the event Company personnel encourage a client to have a particular contract 

or arrangement reviewed by legal counsel for compliance purposes, but the 

client fails or refuses to do so, MMM of Florida’s Legal Counsel or Compliance 

Officer shall be contacted to determine the proper course of action to be taken.  

 

• When engaged to negotiate contracts between healthcare clients and their 

referral sources or entities to which they refer, all negotiations shall be 

conducted in a manner consistent with high ethical standards and based on the 

concept that all such agreements should involve the exchange of services for 

payment that is consistent with fair market value for the goods or services being 

provided, without accounting for the volume or value of referrals between the 

parties. 

• No personnel shall provide any item, service or other benefit to any patient, 

physician, payer or other customer at less than fair market value in order to 

induce referrals to, or for recommending or arranging for referrals to, the 

Company or any of its clients, unless approved in advance by MMM of Florida ’s 

legal counsel. 

• No discount shall be offered or given by personnel to any patient, physician, 

payer or other referral source of the Company or its clients, unless approved in 

advance by MMM of Florida ’s legal counsel. 

• Only MMM of Florida’s legal counsel, or other MMM of Florida designated legal 

counsel, is authorized to determine whether a particular arrangement to be 

entered into by MMM of Florida  satisfies a federal antikickback law safe harbor 

or a Stark Law exception. MMM of Florida personnel must consult with MMM 

of Florida’s legal counsel before entering into arrangements. 

• When hiring personnel or entering into arrangements with outside contractors to 

perform services or provide goods that are in any way related to the Medicare, 

Medicaid, CHAMPUS, or any other government healthcare program – whether 

such arrangements are for the benefit of the Company or a client of the 

Company – the person or entity to be hired or contracted must not be subject to 

exclusion from participation in federal healthcare programs.  

• Company personnel, whether acting as managers or consultants for clients, shall 

not provide legal advice to clients as to whether a particular arrangement 
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complies with or violates any law or regulation. All personnel shall encourage 

clients to seek legal advice.  

 

III. Policies Specific to Marketing Activities  

 

In addition to marketing its own products and services, the Company is often engaged 

to market the products and services of clients. The Company’s reputation, integrity and 

the ability to generate demand for its products and services, as well as the products and 

services of its clients, are paramount to its success.  

 

It is in the best interests of the Company and its clients that the recipients of marketing 

information accurately understand the products and services being promoted. To that 

end, MMM of Florida shall maintain policies and procedures for marketing activities that 

are specific to the activities of that subsidiary. All marketing activities must be compliant 

with CMS Marketing Guidelines and The Medicare Improvement for Patients and 

Provider Act of 2008 (MIPPA) Violations. This new regulation strengthened beneficiary’s 

rights and included provisions prohibiting and limiting certain sales and marketing 

activities for Medicare Advantage Organizations and Prescription Drug Plans. 

 

The guiding principles underlying those policies are as follows:  

 

• All agreements that involve advertising and other marketing services to be 

performed by the Company for clients that are engaged in rendering healthcare 

services must be in writing and approved by MMM of Florida’s legal counsel 

prior to such services being performed.  

• All marketing activities are to be performed in accordance with the highest 

ethical standards.  

• All marketing information shall be clear, correct, non-deceptive and fully 

informative as to the subject matter of the information.  

• All marketing information, materials and methods created by the Company for 

the purpose of generating business for clients engaged in rendering healthcare 

services shall be approved by MMM of Florida’s Compliance Officer prior to use.  

• The Company is committed to providing adequate training and support of 

personnel involved in marketing activities. 

• The Company is committed to marketing activities that foster confidence, trust 

and long term relationships. 

• Marketing materials shall not use symbols, emblems, or names in reference to 

Social Security, CMS, or Medicare in a manner that would convey the false 

impression that a particular item is approved, endorsed, or authorized by the 

Social Security Administration, CMS, or the Department of Health and Human 

Services, or that the Company or its client has some connection with, or 

authorization from, any of these agencies. 

• In addition to other forms of training provided elsewhere in this Compliance 

Program, all personnel engaged in sales and marketing activities shall receive 
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additional training specific to sales and marketing. This training will focus on the 

application of the Company’s marketing policies to marketing methods and 

techniques in a manner that complies with all applicable laws. 

• All personnel are expected to fully comply with the Company’s marketing 

policies and should not engage in marketing activities that are considered a 

“common practice or technique” in the industry where such activities are 

inconsistent with Company policies or applicable laws. Inappropriate marketing 

activities will not be tolerated. 

• It is prohibited to market any healthcare related products during a marketing 

appointment beyond the scope agreed upon by the beneficiary; send unsolicited 

emails or text messages; enroll beneficiaries through outbound telemarketing.  

Remember, unsolicited contacts are prohibited by MIPPA. 

• Any employee must refrain from implying that a face-to-face meeting is required 

for a beneficiary to receive information about a Medicare Advantage Plan or 

Prescription Drug Plan. 

• It is prohibited to misrepresent or use high pressure sales tactics.   

• No employee or agent can offer cash gifts, including charitable contributions, gift 

certificates or gift cards that can be readily converted to cash or offer incentives 

to persuade beneficiaries to enroll.   

• If a potential enrollee attends a marketing presentation, it is allowed to offer 

gifts, as long as the gifts are of nominal value (up to $15) and are provided 

whether or not the individual enrolls in the plan. 

• Door-to-door solicitation is prohibited; this includes leaving flyers, scope of 

appointments or business cards on resident’s doors/gates or on auto 

windshields.   

• It is prohibited to provide or subsidize meals at promotional/sales events or 

meetings where plan benefits are being discussed or plan materials are being 

distributed. 

• It is prohibited to conduct sales and marketing activities in healthcare settings, 

health fairs, educational or any other related events. 

 

 

B. BILLING AND CODING 

 

I. Background 

 

Although MMM of Florida is not always a direct provider of healthcare services, it is 

engaged by clients to manage and oversee coding and billing procedures, as well as to 

train and supervise clients’ personnel. This section of the Compliance Program will help 

ensure that MMM of Florida personnel are familiar with applicable billing and codes 

laws and policies. 

 

All claims submitted for payment from third party payers, including government 

programs, must be submitted in accordance with complex rules and regulations. Claims 
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for payments must be for items and services that are (a) medically reasonable and 

necessary; (b) of a quality that meets recognized standards of care; and (c) supported by 

documentation of medical necessity, quality, and all other standards applicable to the 

claim. Claims submitted for services that are not medically necessary or not supported 

by adequate medical record documentation may violate state and federal laws. For 

example, the federal False Claims Act and the Civil Monetary Penalties law both prohibit 

any person from submitting or causing to be submitted to a government payment 

program a claim for payment if the person submitting the claim or causing it to be 

submitted knows that the claim is false or fraudulent. 

 

The Penalties. The penalties for violating the statutes are severe, and include civil 

penalties of $11,000 per claim and damage of three times the total amount paid (under 

the False Claims Act) or $10,000 for each item or services improperly billed and triple 

damages (under the Civil Monetary Penalties law). In addition, a person or entity 

violating these laws can be excluded from participation in federal payment programs 

such as Medicare Advantage or PDP. 

 

In addition to the federal laws mentioned above, other federal laws as well as numerous 

state laws may be implicated. For example, wire and mail fraud (for submitting a false 

claim by mail or by modem) and criminal conspiracy (working in concert with another) to 

submit a false claim. Also, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

(HIPAA) expressly prohibits activities to defraud any healthcare benefit program, 

including private health plans and insurance companies. Many states have laws 

prohibiting false or fraudulent submission of claims to state Medicaid programs and to 

private insurance companies. Health maintenance organizations (HMO) are subject to 

additional laws that require that a provider not provide substandard care, or deny 

medically necessary care for HMO patients and dictate that all patients should receive 

the same level of care regardless of the financial or insurance status of the patient. 

 

The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) of the Department of Health and Human 

Services has issued compliance guidelines for third party medical billing companies. The 

OIG has also issued guidelines for physician practices. To the extent that MMM of 

Florida provides billing services, consults with physician practices regarding billing 

issues, or creates information systems related to billing, it is imperative that MMM of 

Florida employees understand billing and coding policies and procedures. 

 

Some of the billing and coding issues the OIG has identified, which are applicable to 

Company clients include: 

 

• Presumptive or Default Billing: Billing at the same level of procedure code in all 

cases without regard to the actual services provided. 

• Evaluation and Management (“E&M”) Services: Billing for E&M services at a 

level higher than that supported by the medical record. 

• “Cheat Sheets”: Coding performed using “cheat sheets” that provide diagnostic 

information that has triggered reimbursement in the past. 
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• Computer Coding: Using a computer program that automatically inserts 

diagnosis codes without receipt of diagnostic information from the physician. 

 

Examples of how this might apply to MMM of Florida: 

✓ MMM of Florida provides coding and billing consulting services to a physician 

practice and becomes aware of improper billing practices, for example, 

upcoding. MMM of Florida cannot merely “stick its head in the sand.” To do so 

submits MMM of Florida to potential liability. 

✓ MMM of Florida provides management services to a medical group. As 

manager, MMM of Florida is responsible to train and oversee the group billing 

personnel. Such training and supervision must include adequate knowledge and 

awareness of proper billing procedures. 

 

Regardless of whether MMM of Florida and its personnel can ultimately be held liable 

under particular laws, the MMM of Florida ’ Compliance Program requires compliance 

with all applicable laws, as well as ethical conduct. MMM of Florida’s goal is to ensure 

that its employees and contractors are acting in compliance with the law and making 

their best efforts to help our clients comply with the law. 

 

II. Policies 

 

MMM of Florida may be involved directly or indirectly in coding and billing processes. 

Sometimes we act as an outside consultant providing limited and general information. In 

other circumstances, we act as a consultant or manager responsible for creating 

systems and supervising personnel directly involved in coding and billing. The following 

general principals should be applied, as applicable, in each of these circumstances and 

all other circumstances in which MMM of Florida  is involved with coding and billing. 

• Both MMM of Florida and client personnel involved with billing or coding shall 

receive adequate education and training, including legal requirements and billing 

procedures. 

• Proper coding and billing policies and procedures shall be established and 

maintained by each subsidiary engaged in activities that are in any way related to 

coding and billing. 

• Only properly trained and qualified personnel shall be permitted to render 

consulting or management services related to coding and billing. 

• Coding or billing methods that are known to violate proper coding and billing 

standards shall not be used. 

• All claims shall be submitted using accurate and current codes, including the 

most current ICD-9,CPT codes and ICD 10. 

• No claim should be submitted to any payer or patient for items or services not 

actually provided or rendered. 

• No claim should be submitted to any payer or patient for services which are not 

medically necessary, that is services which are not warranted by the patient’s 

current and documented medical condition. 
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• All services, including physician and other professional services, should be 

reviewed prior to billing to ensure that only accurate and properly documented 

services are billed to payers and patients. 

• The diagnosis and procedures reported on claims should be based on the 

medical record and other appropriate or required documentation. 

• Any form of “upcoding,” meaning the use of a billing code that provides for a 

higher payment rate than the billing code that accurately reflects the services 

furnished to the patient, or “code creep,” meaning the practice of using a code 

that provides a higher payment rate than the code that accurately reflects the 

patient’s diagnosis and treatment, is strictly prohibited. 

• Any form of “unbundling,” or submitting bills in a piecemeal or fragmented 

fashion for tests or procedures which are required to be billed together for the 

purpose of increasing reimbursement, is strictly prohibited. 

• Under no circumstances should compensation for billing and coding personnel or 

consultants provide any financial incentive whatsoever to improperly code 

claims. 

• Computer software systems used for coding and billing shall be monitored and 

reviewed to assure compliance with applicable laws and such software shall not 

automatically insert diagnosis codes without receipt of diagnostic information 

from the physician. 

• Processes shall be in place to recognize overpayments and to assure prompt 

repayment when warranted. 

• Adequate clarification shall be obtained when documentation is confusing or 

lacking adequate justification. 

• The integrity of computerized systems shall be maintained and shall assure 

adequate protection from invasion (i.e., viruses, hackers, etc.). 

 

In addition to the policies set forth above, you are encouraged to refer to and rely upon 

appropriate billing and coding references and recognized guidelines approved by MMM 

of Florida, including those produced by the American Health Information Management 

Association, the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, and the National 

Corporation for Health Statistics. 

 

C. Employee and Contractor Screening 

 

I. Background 

 

The effectiveness of this Compliance Program depends in large part on the integrity of 

Company personnel and their commitment to compliance. It is incumbent upon the 

Company to employ and contract with individuals and organizations that meet high 

standards of conduct. To that end, MMM of Florida has adopted the following policies. 

 

II. Policies 
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• It is the policy of the Company not to hire as employees or contractors, or 

continue the employment or contract of individuals who have been convicted of 

a criminal offense related to healthcare or who are debarred, excluded, or 

otherwise become ineligible for participation in federal healthcare programs. 

• The Company shall investigate the background of all employees and contractors 

prior to hiring by checking with all applicable licensing and certification 

authorities to verify that any requisite licenses and certifications are in order. 

• The Company shall require that all potential employees certify on their 

employment application that they are not excluded from participation in any 

federal or state health programs. 

• All personnel are required to report to their supervisor if, subsequent to their 

employment or contract, they are convicted of an offense that would preclude 

employment by a healthcare or contracting facility or are excluded from 

participation in any federal or state healthcare program. 

• Pending the resolution of any federal criminal charges or proposed debarment or 

exclusion of a current employee, that employee shall be removed from the direct 

responsibility for or involvement in any coding or billing processes, and any other 

activity related to a federal healthcare program. 

 

III. Searching the Federal Exclusions Database 

 

MMM of Florida  and each of its affiliated entities, including but not limited to IPA 

management companies, consulting, and management divisions, will review the names 

of all employees, independent contractors, and vendors listed through the payroll and 

accounts payable systems as having received payment from MMM of Florida , against 

the Office of Inspector General’s list of excluded individuals/entities (LEIE) report and/or 

the General Services Administration (GSA) exclusion lists on upon hiring an employee, 

contracting a vendor and at least monthly thereafter basis to ensure no current 

employees, independent contractors, FDRs or vendors are included in this list. Such 

review of the LEIE and/or GSA shall be conducted by the affiliate in conjunction with the 

CO’s office. Prior to hire or contracting, all individuals or entities will be checked against 

the LEIE and/or GSA. Individuals or entities included on the LEIE and/or GSA are not 

considered for employment or contracting. As a part of due diligence prior to 

mergers/acquisitions, a review of the LEIE and/or GSA is recommended. Verified 

inclusion on the list of presently hired individuals or entities shall constitute grounds for 

termination. The discovery of any individuals or entities on the LEIE and/or GSA shall 

immediately be reported to the CO. Verification must include social security number 

verification. 

 

D. Confidentiality of Healthcare Information 

 

I. Background 
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Comprehensive federal and state laws exist to protect the confidentiality of medical 

records and other personal information obtained by healthcare providers when 

delivering medical services. Failure to comply with these laws can result in significant 

penalties and a breach of patient trust.  

 

Although MMM of Florida is not direct providers of healthcare services, they work 

closely with healthcare providers in ways that result in MMM of Florida having access to 

confidential healthcare information. As a result, many laws that apply to the 

confidentiality of medical records and related health information apply to MMM of 

Florida. 

 

Important: Do not assume that confidentiality of medical information is 

solely our clients’ problem. Many of the services performed by MMM of 

Florida are directly covered by laws that regulate the use of confidential 

information. 

 

Maintaining the confidentiality of medical records and related information is a 

fundamental rule in the delivery of quality healthcare services. Patients trust our clients 

to maintain confidentiality. Clients must be able to trust that the Company and its 

personnel will perform their services in a manner that complies with all applicable laws 

related to confidentiality of medical records and healthcare information. 

 

 

A. HIPAA/HITECH 

 

In 1996, Congress passed the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 

(HIPAA) with the intent to improve the portability and continuity of individual and group 

health insurance, to combat fraud, waste, and abuse in health insurance and healthcare 

delivery, to improve access to long term care services and coverage, and to simplify the 

administration of health insurance. HIPAA/HITECH is a very comprehensive law that 

applies to many aspects of the Company’s business in different ways. Depending on 

the type of services being provided, different rules and regulations will apply. 

 

CMS has developed extensive regulations related to HIPAA/HITECH. Those regulations 

include three general categories: 

• The Transactions Regulations. The standards for administrative simplification, 

including the standards for electronic transactions, the national standard 

healthcare provider identifier, and the national standard employer identifier 

(these are commonly referred to as the “Transactions Regulations”) 

• The Security Regulations. The standards for electronic signatures and the 

security of individually identifiable health information (these are commonly 

referred to as Security Regulations) 

• The Privacy Regulations. The standards for the privacy of individually identifiable 

health information (these are commonly referred to as Privacy Regulations). 
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The regulations also include extensive provisions to determine which types of business 

entities are covered by the various regulations and which parts of the law apply to each 

type of entity. The test to determine whether a particular business is subject to the law 

is based upon the actual activities and operations of the business. In other words, if an 

organization performs a service or function that falls within the scope of the law, then 

that organization is subject to the requirements of the law even if the rest of its 

business has nothing to do with healthcare or HIPAA/HITECH.  

 

Many states in which the Company conducts business also have laws that regulate the 

use of medical records and healthcare information. In some cases, state laws are more 

restrictive than HIPAA/HITECH with regard to security and privacy of medical records. 

 

Important: Do not assume that compliance with HIPAA/HITECH means 

compliance with state laws. You should check with the Compliance 

Officer and MMM of Florida ’s Legal Counsel to ensure that activities are 

in compliance with all applicable privacy laws. 

MMM of Florida has developed written policies and procedures specific to compliance 

with state laws related to confidentiality of medical information. Those policies and 

procedures are not contained in this Compliance Program. Compliance training will 

include training related to state law requirements. You should consult with your 

supervisor or the appropriate Company department if you have any questions about 

state laws. 

 

II. Policies 

 

It is the policy of MMM of Florida to comply with their legal obligations arising under 

federal and state laws and regulations that relate to the security and privacy of medical 

records and related patient information, including but not limited to, applicable 

HIPAA/HITECH requirements, and regulations promulgated there under. 

 

The Company has developed a comprehensive program, including written policies and 

procedures, for purposes of ensuring compliance with HIPAA/HITECH and similar state 

laws. Since most states maintain their own laws related to the privacy of medical 

records and information, these policies and procedures will vary by state. You will 

receive information and training regarding the HIPAA policies and procedures applicable 

to you. You should consult with your supervisor or Compliance Officer if you have any 

questions about these policies and procedures, and how they apply to you. 

 

In addition to the Company’s policies and procedures related to HIPAA and similar state 

privacy laws, MMM of Florida has adopted the following general policies in furtherance 

of preserving the confidentiality of medical records and related patient information. 

• All personnel, whether acting in a management, consulting, or other capacity, 

shall exercise the utmost caution to maintain the confidentiality of patient 

medical records and related patient information in strict accordance with 

company policies, procedures and applicable laws. 
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• The Company shall encourage clients to adopt policies and procedures for the 

purpose of complying with HIPAA/HITECH and applicable state privacy laws. 

• All contracts between clients and the Company shall clearly define the 

responsibilities of each party with regard to the protection of medical records 

and other patient information that is subject to HIPAA/HITECH and state privacy 

laws. 

• Except when required as part of your job and done in accordance with Company 

policies and procedures, the discussion, use, or transmission of patients’ 

medical or personal information is forbidden. 

• Temporary placement of patients’ medical records and personal information in 

unattended areas should be avoided and all such records shall be maintained in 

the proper designated locations. 

• Faxes or electronic transmissions of patient medical records or other personal 

information must be done in strict accordance with adopted policies and 

procedures. 

• All computer workstations must be positioned in a manner such that the public 

cannot see the monitor. 

• All conversations relating to patient medical information shall be conducted in 

areas that are not easily overheard by the public. 

• All fax machines, computer printers, and copy machines shall be located in areas 

that are not readily accessible to the public. 

• The shredding of patient medical records and personal information shall only be 

done in strict accordance with Company policies and procedures 

• All software and computer databases used by the Company that contain patient 

medical record information or other personal information shall be password 

protected. 

• All Company offices shall maintain physical security in a manner intended to limit 

access by unauthorized personnel to areas of the office that contain medical 

records and personal information. 

• The violation of these policies or any other policies or procedures adopted for the 

purpose of securing the confidentiality of medical records or other patient 

information is a serious offense that could result in employee sanctions, 

including termination of employment. 

 

E.  Labor Laws  

 

Non-Discrimination Policy. The Company believes the fair and equitable treatment of 

employees, clients, patients and other persons is critical to fulfilling our goals. It is our 

policy to recruit, hire, train, promote, assign, and, where necessary or appropriate 

transfer, layoff, recall and terminate employees based on their own ability, achievement, 

experience and conduct without regard to race, color, religion, gender, ethnic origin, age 

or disability, or any other classification prohibited by law. No form of harassment or 

discrimination against anyone on the basis of gender, race, color, disability, age, religion 

or ethnic origin or disability or any other classification prohibited by law will be tolerated.  
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Each allegation of harassment or discrimination will be promptly investigated in 

accordance with applicable human resource policies. The Company also understands 

that numerous federal and state labor laws apply to its business and that compliance 

with such laws is crucial to the Company’s growth and success. However, due to the 

complexity of the labor laws and issues related thereto, and the Company’s desire to 

prepare and organize its policies and procedures in a manner that is both functional and 

practical, the Company has not included its labor compliance policies and procedures in 

this Compliance Program. Rather, a separate compliance manual has been established 

for labor law compliance. 

 

For additional guidance and requirements related to labor laws and regulations that may 

affect you or your job, please refer to the MMM of Florida Manual on Labor Laws. 
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V. Definitions 
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The following definitions apply for purposes of this document: 

Abuse includes actions that may, directly or indirectly, result in: unnecessary costs to 

the Medicare Program, improper payment, payment for services that fail to meet 

professionally recognized standards of care, or services that are medically unnecessary. 

Abuse involves payment for items or services when there is no legal entitlement to that 

payment and the provider has not knowingly and/or intentionally misrepresented facts 

to obtain payment. Abuse cannot be differentiated categorically from fraud, because the 

distinction between “fraud” and “abuse” depends on specific facts and circumstances, 

intent and prior knowledge, and available evidence, among other factors.  

Act refers to the Social Security Act.  

Agency for HealthCare Administration (AHCA) is responsible for the administration of 

the Florida Medicaid program, licensure and regulation of Florida’s health facilities and 

for providing information to Floridians about the quality of care they receive.  

 
Audit is a formal review of compliance with a particular set of standards (e.g., policies 

and procedures, laws and regulations) used as base measures.  

Deemed Provider Deemed Provider or Supplier means a provider or supplier that has 

been accredited by a national accreditation program (approved by CMS) as 

demonstrating compliance with certain conditions.  

DHHS is the Department of Health and Human Services. CMS is the agency within 

DHHS that administers the Medicare program.  

DOJ is the Department of Justice.  

Downstream Entity is any party that enters into a written arrangement, acceptable to 

CMS/AHCA, with persons or entities involved with the MA benefit or Part D benefit, 

below the level of the arrangement between an MAO or applicant or a Part D plan 

sponsor or applicant and a first tier entity. These written arrangements continue down 

to the level of the ultimate provider of both health and administrative services. (See, 42 

C.F.R. §, 423.501).  

Employee(s) refers to those persons employed by the sponsor or a First Tier, 

Downstream or Related Entity (FDR) who provide health or administrative services for 

an enrollee.  

Enrollee means a Medicare beneficiary who is enrolled in a sponsor’s Medicare Part C 

or Part D plan.  
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External Audit means an audit of the sponsor or its FDRs conducted by outside 

auditors, not employed by or affiliated with, and independent of, the sponsor.  

FDR means First Tier, Downstream or Related Entity.  

First Tier Entity is any party that enters into a written arrangement, acceptable to 

CMS/AHCA, with an MAO or Part D plan sponsor or applicant to provide administrative 

services or health care services to a Medicare eligible individual under the MA program 

or Part D program. (See, 42 C.F.R. § 423.501 or under the rules of Medicaid/AHCA. 

Fraud is knowingly and willfully executing, or attempting to execute, a scheme or 

artifice to defraud any health care benefit program or to obtain (by means of false or 

fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises) any of the money or property 

owned by, or under the custody or control of, any health care benefit program. 18  

U.S.C. § 1347.  

FWA means fraud, waste and abuse.  

Governing Body means that group of individuals at the highest level of governance of 

the sponsor, such as the Board of Directors or the Board of Trustees, who formulate 

policy and direct and control the sponsor in the best interest of the organization and its 

enrollees. The governing body does not include C-level management such as the Chief 

Executive Officer, Chief Operations Officer, Chief Financial Officer, etc., unless persons 

in those management positions also serve as directors or trustees or otherwise at the 

highest level of governance of the sponsor. 

 

GSA means General Services Administration.  

Internal Audit means an audit of the sponsor or its FDRs conducted by auditors 

who are employed by or affiliated with the sponsor.  

Medicare is the health insurance program for the following:  

• People 65 or older,  

• People under 65 with certain disabilities, or  

• People of any age with End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) (permanent kidney 

failure requiring dialysis or a kidney transplant).  

 

Member means a Medicare beneficiary that is enrolled in a Medicare Part C and Part D 

plan sponsor. 

Monitoring Activities are regular reviews performed as part of normal operations to 

confirm ongoing compliance and to ensure that corrective actions are undertaken and 

effective.  
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NBI MEDIC means National Benefit Integrity Medicare Drug Integrity Contractor 

(MEDIC), an organization that CMS has contracted with to perform specific program 

integrity functions for Parts C and D under the Medicare Integrity Program. The NBI 

MEDIC’s primary role is to identify potential FWA in Medicare Parts C and D. 

 

OIG is the Office of the Inspector General within DHHS. The Inspector General is 

responsible for audits, evaluations, investigations, and law enforcement efforts relating 

to DHHS programs and operations, including the Medicare program.  

PDP means Prescription Drug Plan.  

Related Entity means any entity that is related to an MAO or Part D sponsor by 

common ownership or control and  

1. Performs some of the MAO or Part D plan sponsor’s management functions 

under contract or delegation;  

2. Furnishes services to Medicare enrollees under an oral or written agreement; or  

3. Leases real property or sells materials to the MAO or Part D plan sponsor at a 

cost of more than $2,500 during a contract period. (See, 42 C.F.R. §423.501).  

 

Special Investigations Unit (SIU) is an internal investigation unit responsible for 

conducting investigations of potential FWA. 

 

Waste is the overutilization of services, or other practices that, directly or indirectly, 

result in unnecessary costs to the Medicare program. Waste is generally not considered 

to be caused by criminally negligent actions but rather the misuse of resources. 


